Abstract: Rapid technological advances in recent years have precipitated a general shift towards software distribution as a central computing paradigm. This has been accompanied by a corresponding increase in the dangers of security breaches, often causing security attributes to become an inhibiting factor for use and adoption. Despite the acknowledged importance of security, especially in the context of open and collaborative environments, there is a growing gap in the survey literature relating to systematic approaches (methodologies) for engineering secure distributed systems. In this paper, we attempt to fill the aforementioned gap by surveying and critically analyzing the state-of-the-art in security methodologies based on some form of abstract modeling (i.e. model-based methodologies) for, or applicable to, distributed systems. Our detailed reviews can be seen as a step towards increasing awareness and appreciation of a range of methodologies, allowing researchers and industry stakeholders to gain a comprehensive view of the field and make informed decisions. Following the comprehensive survey we propose a number of criteria reflecting the characteristics security methodologies should possess to be adopted in real-life industry scenarios, and evaluate each methodology accordingly. Our results highlight a number of areas for improvement, help to qualify adoption risks, and indicate future research directions.
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1 Introduction

Ever since the advent of the Internet and its popularization, the face of computing has increasingly been defined by a physically distributed, collaborative model in which software components interact in parallel over a network – potentially spanning vast geographical distances – to perform complex computational tasks. Advances in hardware technologies for commodity parallelism and software paradigms for large-scale distribution [Erl 2009, Foster and Kesselman 2003, Milojicic et al. 2002,
Vaquero-Gonzalez et al. 2009], as well as a range of new system varieties tailored for file sharing, resource aggregation, e-commerce and others, have ensured that businesses as well as social groups and individuals are increasingly exposed to a distributed computing environment.

Along with the fast-paced progress in technologies and paradigms, the corresponding dangers of intentional and unintentional security breaches have increased exponentially, so much so that among the more recent trends in distributed computing, security has become an inhibiting factor for adoption (see, for example, [Rosado et al. 2010a, Zhang et al. 2010]). While the importance and significance of security has never really been questioned, especially for open and collaborative distributed environments, its introduction into software by the industry has not been proportionally enthusiastic. Of course, there is no shortage of research in the area – a prodigious body of work addressing a myriad of access control models, intrusion detection techniques, cryptographic exchange protocols and many other concerns not only exists since the 1970's, but is being enlarged all the time. It appears, however, that much of this has remained in the realm of the theoretical, while software continues to suffer from vulnerabilities whose constant exploitation gives rise to ever new and interesting headlines in the popular news.

In a recent study of the state-of-the-practice in the industry, [Whyte and Harrison 2011] reveal a number of important factors influencing this slow uptake:

1. The business case for employing security best practices is missing;
2. Developers lack security expertise, which is currently required to employ security best practices;
3. The risk of committing to a particular security approach is too high.

Besides these points, and perhaps of greater importance, is the purport and overall conclusions of the study, namely: “a large majority of experts involved agreed that a very significant, if not the most significant, positive impact on secure software development would be concentration on measures that improve the overall quality of the 'state of the practice' rather than the 'state of the art'”. In this respect, “research will only have significant impact if it is compatible with the commercial environment of developers and their existent skills” [Whyte and Harrison 2011].

This indicates that for development teams to take security seriously it must be integrated into their everyday activities, i.e. security must be concomitant with software engineering practices, in a manner that is compatible with their current skillsets and (non-security) knowledge-base. In itself, this implication is not new: it has already been argued for in the research literature for over a decade [Fernandez 1999, Devanbu and Stubblebine 2000, Tryfonas et al. 2001, Ghosh et al. 2002, McGraw 2004, McGraw 2006, Jürjens 2005a, Mouratidis 2007, Anderson 2008, Jaatun and Tøndel 2008, Haley et al. 2008, etc.], with some researchers, e.g. [Mouratidis and Giorgini 2006] even envisaging an altogether new field of computing – secure software engineering – as its realization.

Such a full integration of security and software engineering is especially important in the context of distributed systems, where heterogeneity, collaborative behaviour and emergent properties all lead to increased complexity demanding systematic development approaches. A “systematic way of doing things in a particular
disciplinary\textsuperscript{a}, following [Gonzalez-Perez and Henderson-Sellers 2008], is termed a methodology; therefore, the systematic approaches referred to above can justifiably be termed secure software engineering methodologies, or more simply security methodologies, applicable to distributed systems.

A security methodology provides tools, techniques and processes throughout the software development life-cycle (SDLC) to guide the introduction of security and is thus, by its nature, focused on improving the state-of-the-practice in developing secure software. Such methodologies do indeed exist – in fact there are almost two dozen applicable to distributed systems alone – and, from our definition and previous remarks, their application certainly seems like a prudent best-practice that should be popular in the industry. Nevertheless, in light of Whyte and Harrison’s findings, it appears that security methodologies are not being applied in any significant measure, or, if they are, they are not successful in their aims. Are these methodologies not widely known? If so, why are they not known? And if they exist and are well-known, why are they not receiving more attention from the industry?

Currently, there is no single survey that gives a broad and comprehensive overview of available security methodologies, not only applicable to distributed systems, but to general software systems, that can support answers to these questions. The more recent overviews of [Villarroel et al. 2005, Jayaram and Mathur 2005, Khan and Zulkernine 2009, Jürjens 2009, Fernández-Medina et al. 2009, Talhi et al. 2009 and Kasal et al. 2011] have all made important contributions in this regard, but, even taken together, do not provide essential details and comprehensive analyses that would allow a fair assessment of the range of methodologies available for practical use. Furthermore, very few (if any) security methodologies have ever been (independently) evaluated with respect to their potential for real-life adoption. This leaves a gap in the literature that, based on current practices and future directions, would inevitably grow in significance.

In this paper, we aim to fill the aforementioned gap by surveying and critically analyzing a wide range of security methodologies for, or applicable to, distributed software systems, both generally and for specific types of such systems, and evaluating their potential for real-life, industry use. Our selection of methodologies is based on their comprehensiveness, applicability and uniqueness, and is aimed at giving a comprehensive and detailed picture of the state-of-the-art. We have attempted to cover all relevant mature methodologies, as well as most emerging methodologies. In the instances where known omissions have been made, we either provide references or short summaries. It is hoped that our detailed reviews and subsequent evaluation provide a first step in increasing awareness about a range of security methodologies, allowing industry stakeholders to better qualify risks and make informed decisions in adopting a systematic security approach.

1.1 Scope and Organization

According to [Baskerville 1993], security design methodologies can be classified into several generations, akin to programming languages: first generation, ad-hoc approaches (approx. 1970s onwards), in which developers introduce security by consulting checklists of all possible solutions; second generation, requirements-driven approaches (approx. 1980s onwards), in which a set of activities are followed alongside (but apart from) the software development process to introduce security;
and third-generation approaches (approx. late 1980's/early 1990s onwards), which are based on abstract modeling approaches concomitant with the development process. The focus of this survey stems from our definitions of security methodologies as systematic approaches combining security and modern software engineering, i.e. we consider third-generation security approaches based on some form of abstract modeling. As a side-effect to surveying these approaches in detail, which 20 years ago were only in their germinal stages, we extend Baskerville's work and bring the security methodology survey literature up to date, albeit from a distributed systems viewpoint.

To accomplish the goals set out above, we first present a taxonomy of security methodologies in [Section 2], discussing their main ingredients and most pertinent characteristics. In [Section 3], we review our selection of security methodologies according to the taxonomy. Our reviews attempt to provide a reasonable amount of detail (more rather than less), so as to promote a fuller understanding and appreciation of each approach, and to allow a more complete assessment of the (above all practical) value of any given methodology. This section therefore aims to address the question we posed previously – why are security methodologies not better known? In [Section 4] we present a set of criteria reflecting industry requirements for adoption based predominantly on the study of Whyte and Harrison, and evaluate the different methodologies accordingly. The merit of the analysis results presented in this section lies in revealing the current deficiencies in existing approaches and establishing trends. This section is an attempt to address the other question we posed previously – why are security methodologies not receiving more attention from the industry? Finally, in [Section 5] we conclude and discuss future directions.

2 Taxonomy of Security Methodologies

2.1 Background: Key Ingredients of a Security Methodology

In this section we present some background material on security methodologies as a prelude to the taxonomy and the rest of the survey.

Previously, we defined a methodology as a systematic way of doing something in a given discipline. Another, more specific point of view on what constitutes a methodology is provided by [Booch 1994], according to whom “a methodology is a collection of methods applied across the software development life-cycle and unified by some general, philosophical approach”. The collection of methods referred to by Booch imply a set of activities performed by a methodology, which can provide further insight into the nature of security methodologies. To describe these activities, we first consider a methodology's alignment with a generic software development life-cycle [Ramsin and Paige 2008, Rodriguez et al. 2009] as illustrated in [Figure 1] below.
In general, a software system passes from a set of requirements, to a set of models, to a set of implementation artefacts, until it reaches deployment. Analogously, a security methodology's activities can be aligned into (corresponding) requirements analysis, design, implementation and deployment stages. This alignment of activities may not perfectly fit the (generic) development process above, e.g. some or all of the “design” activities of a methodology may actually be performed during the “analysis” development stage; but in any given case the overall progression of activities will be the same, regardless of the overall development paradigms and process models used. In light of this alignment, we can briefly describe a (generic) security methodology's activities as follows:

— **Security requirements determination (Requirements analysis):** during this stage, activities are performed to determine a set of security requirements (see, for example, [Haley et al. 2008]). Some of these requirements are prescribed by the organization in the form of high-level policies, or are directed by regulations (government, state etc.). A methodology may further undertake some form of security assessment on conceptual or design models to determine and possibly enumerate threats and associated risks. This is often collectively termed “threat modeling” (see, for example, [Swiderski and Snyder 2004]). The outcome of these assessment activities are a set of resultant security requirements, which either augment or refine the initial prescribed set.

— **Security modeling (Design):** during this stage, security properties are modeled, usually as a fulfillment of the security requirements from previous stages, alongside the standard (architectural) modeling activities. Security modeling activities aim to embody the security properties in some form of architectural models, just as functionality is embodied in models during system design.

— **(Security) Implementation (Implementation):** during this stage, the security properties (as models, for example) from the previous stages are implemented, either manually, or automatically. This can include the generation of security configurations or parameters for certain software elements or the target platform, as well as manual coding activities and the selection of COTS components. Other activities may include testing, code-level security verification etc.

— **Configuration and monitoring (Deployment):** during this stage, a methodology may prescribe certain configuration activities, and may provide, through integral
use of software support, monitoring facilities during system run-time. While not
strictly part of a methodology's activities, such configurations and monitoring
provisions may be an integral part of the overall approach (e.g. if a methodology is
tied to a particular software framework).

We will designate a methodology providing activities for all the stages outlined above
a comprehensive methodology, whereas a methodology providing activities for only
one or two of the stages will be designated a partial methodology.

2.2 Classification Dimensions

Security methodologies, like the systems they secure, can vary greatly from one
another, depending on a set of fundamental characteristics. In order to encompass
their wide variety, in this section we introduce a number of classification dimensions
as part of a taxonomy of security methodologies. Our classification dimensions do not
represent a complete set of features of a methodology, but attempt to capture the main
characteristics. The dimensions are presented in order of those that are inherent to a
methodology ([Section 2.2.1] – [Section 2.2.3]) and unlikely to change over time; those
that are inherent but mutable ([Section 2.2.4] – [Section 2.2.7]); to those
reflecting current work ([Section 2.2.8]).

The taxonomy complements the descriptions (in the previous section) of the
general activities performed by a security methodology.

2.2.1 Methodology Paradigm

In [Section 2.1] we presented Booch's extended characterization of a methodology as
collection of methods applied across the SDLC, unified by a general, philosophical
approach [Booch 1994]. The philosophical approach referred to by Booch can be
termed the methodology's paradigm, and is one of the most distinguishing features. A
methodology's paradigm may influence its organization, prescribing certain activities
to be performed during a certain life-cycle stage, and often determines corresponding
development paradigms, integral use of standards and a concentration on certain
software engineering artefacts or approaches. All the above allow us to divide security
methodologies into a hierarchical set of distinct (though not always disjoint) classes.

2.2.1.1 Code-Based methodologies

Code-based methodologies attempt to introduce security into a system by enforcing
certain security-related activities throughout a software process without explicit
regard for a system's design or architecture. The main distinguishing feature of code-
based methodologies is their focus of security-related efforts primarily or exclusively
on requirements and implementation-level artefacts (hence the term “code”-based).
Activities performed throughout the whole SDLC may include security requirements
gathering, threat modeling (at either the requirements or design stage), penetration
testing, developer education and others. Following [Baskerville 1993], code-based
methodologies can be classified as second-generation security approaches.

The most widely recognized and used code-based methodologies are Microsoft's
SDL [Howard and Lipner 2006] and OWASP's CLASP [OWASP 2011] [De Win et
al. 2009, Khan and Zulkernine 2009]; other less known approaches include the early
work of Breu and colleagues [Breu et al. 2004], who consider introducing security within the object-oriented development life-cycle, and Secure UP ([Steel et al. 2005], Chapter 8), a security-enhanced version of the Rational Unified Process (UP). Such code-based approaches have a number of benefits. The activities performed provide managed guidelines for software projects to reduce security flaws most broadly, and determine well-defined checkpoints at which to enforce security. Moreover, other, more specific methodologies, can be incorporated into a code-based methodology to enforce one or more security practices (e.g. secure coding).

Taken by themselves, however, code-based methodologies do not give concrete guidance on how to introduce security properties into a software system, or which such properties are required – they only provide a framework in which to use separate security improvement techniques (cf. [Schumacher 2003], Chapter 5). Thus, they only offer high-level solutions, without any “practical mechanisms” [...] that would permit [them] to implement the approach in a short space of time and with minimal effort” [Rosado et al. 2010a]. Their lack of a modeling stage in particular implies that security must be achieved via rigorous code inspections, testing and manual techniques.

By nature, code-based methodologies are generic, and tailoring them to a specific type of system (e.g. a distributed system) may require a significant amount of work, making them inappropriate for all system types (cf. [Rosado et al. 2010a]). All code-based approaches require significant security expertise in some form, such as a security expert (Microsoft SDL) who oversees the security-related activities or a dedicated team member (CLASP) who performs specific development tasks [Belapurkar et al. 2009].

[Gregoire et al. 2007] present a detailed comparison of Microsoft's SDL and CLASP, which is extended in [De Win et al. 2009] to include McGraw's Touchpoints [McGraw 2006]. Both papers discuss at length the activities done at each stage for each individual approach and in relation to each other. [Jayaram and Mathur 2005, Khan and Zulkernine 2009] collectively survey a number of code-based approaches, including Microsoft's SDL, CLASP and AEGIS [Flechais et al. 2003, Flechais et al. 2007], with concentration on the requirements and design stages.

2.2.1.2 Model-Based methodologies

In contrast to code-based methodologies, **Model-based methodologies** (the focus of this survey) are based on some form of abstract modeling and hence take a system's design or architecture into account explicitly. In this sense, they are the logical complement of code-based approaches.

Model-based methodologies form a very broad class of approaches that can be further divided into four hierarchical classes. A methodology can have characteristics from more than one of these classes, in which case the class into which most of its characteristics fall becomes its primary class, and the others secondary or even tertiary classes. In most cases, one characteristic will prevail over the others, allowing the methodology to be categorized in a single class. In what follows we briefly describe the (model-based) methodology classes. They are further described in detail throughout the survey ([Section 3]), in sections preceding the reviews of the methodologies belonging to a particular paradigm class.
---

**Model-driven methodologies** ([Section 3.2]) focus on system models as first class entities within the MDE (Model-Driven Engineering) paradigm [Schmidt 2006], and add security properties by enriching the system's functional models with security artefacts. These methodologies can be subdivided further into Model-Driven Architecture/Security (MDA/MDS) approaches ([Section 3.2.1]), which use transformations on security-enriched models to generate implementation-level (security) artefacts; and Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) approaches ([Section 3.2.2]) – emphasizing separation of concerns – which model security as aspects and weave the aspects into system functional models.

---

**Architecture-driven methodologies** ([Section 3.3]) are distinguished from model-driven and aspect-driven methodologies by the (broader) emphasis on software architectures as opposed to first-class models or aspects, and a focus on creating a “secure software architecture”. Architecture-driven approaches either typically use specialized Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) – [Taylor et al. 2010] to incorporate security at the architectural level – often employing formal methods to reason and analyze the resulting architecture – or base themselves on certain design principles.

---

**Pattern-driven methodologies** ([Section 3.4]) emphasize the use of patterns as the central technique to achieve the introduction of security properties into a system, and can be subdivided further into methodologies utilizing components and/or architectures as patterns ([Section 3.4.1]) and methodologies utilizing on security patterns ([Section 3.4.2]).

---

**Agent-driven methodologies** ([Section 3.5]) are based on the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) paradigm [Jennings 2001], and are distinguished by a goal-oriented approach and an explicit focus on software agents.

---

### Specificity

A methodology can be applied to a wide range of systems or it can be tailored to only a small subset or a particular system type. Generic security methodologies can be applied to all software systems by providing universal guidelines, models, tools and techniques for the incorporation of various security properties. As a trade-off to their wide applicability, these methodologies do not address the challenges raised by particular system types. In such cases, a generic methodology's guidelines and techniques must be adapted for the specifics of the system, relying on the security expertise of the architects and developers. Specific security methodologies, on the other hand, are tailored and applicable to one or several types of systems, but may not be appropriate for securing more general systems. If one or more parts of a system employ, for example, different technologies or design approaches, specific methodologies can become inadequate. Between these two extremities is a whole spectrum in which some or all aspects of a methodology can make provisions for or be suited to specific system types. The latter can broadly be referred to as hybrid specific, or hybrid generic methodologies, depending on their accent.
2.2.3 Modeling Language and Notation

The modeling language and corresponding notation used by a methodology is often an important defining factor. Different modeling languages include a variety of ADLs (such as Darwin, xADL and AADL), UML, SysML, Petri nets and others. They differ in their syntax and semantics, ability to model the various aspects of a system, level of formality etc. [Taylor et al. 2010] provide a detailed taxonomy of ADLs that is applicable to modeling languages more generally, and can be referred to for more detail.

2.2.4 Range of Security Properties

Securing a whole system requires the use and application of a broad range of security properties. These are often divided among the categories of confidentiality, integrity, availability and accountability [Gollmann 2011], and include properties such as entity identification, non-repudiation, data origin authenticity and others. A methodology can support the introduction of many of these security properties or only one or several such properties. Some properties (e.g. access control) are arguably more important than others, particularly in distributed settings where systems are inherently more exposed to external threats (e.g. via the Internet). In the face of leaving vulnerabilities left open to exploitation, however, all security properties can become equally important. Ensuring that an attacker cannot gain access to a company database (access control), for example, is essential; however, it may be equally important to prevent an attacker eavesdropping on a communication channel carrying database data (communication secrecy). Ultimately, the aim of applying a security methodology is (or should be) to produce a secure system, and in this sense the scope of supported security properties to a large degree determines the utility of a methodology.

Adding support for the introduction of new security properties to a methodology is also an important characteristic in this context. In some cases it may take significant effort to interpolate or even extrapolate a methodology's support for introducing new properties, while in other cases this addition may be trivial.

2.2.5 Use of Formal Methods and Verification

Using formal methods during the application of a methodology as an integral or optional element can give assurances that the security solutions introduced are correct, consistent and compatible, and, in some cases, verified or even certified to be such. The use of formal methods, however, also has disadvantages: it involves significant human labour, leading to increased project costs [Devanbu and Stubblebine 2000]; and it also impacts adversely on the ease of use of a methodology, requiring developer training in the relevant formal techniques.

Formal methods are usually used in conjunction with some form of security verification. Verification approaches may be manual, such as the creation of test cases; automatic, using specialized tools; or semi-automatic, and may be performed at any stage of development. In any of the above cases, the application of formal methods is almost invariably localized to critical aspects of a system: no single formal technique is capable of formally verifying a complete complex system.
2.2.6 SDLC Stages Supported

A methodology can encompass the whole SDLC, or only certain stages, i.e. one or more of the early stages, which we define to be the stages spanning across (early) requirements to (late) design. These stages are dependent on the paradigm used for development (e.g. object-oriented, functional, architecture-centric), and may include an analysis stage, an architecture-development stage and others.

2.2.7 Ease of Use

The ease of use or usability of a methodology is a qualitative measure of how easy it is, in relative terms, for an average software development team to introduce security into a system by applying the methodology. This is an extremely important factor in deciding the uptake of a methodology, since high complexity and high levels of expertise imply steep learning curves and, therefore, prolonged project schedules – making for an unattractive choice. Features such as tool-support, detailed guidance, usage of popular notations, support for re-usability and others all contribute to a methodology that is not only more usable but also more practical. Such methodologies would be classified as easy to use. Conversely, methodologies requiring detailed knowledge and application of formal methods, such as higher-order predicate logics and Petri nets, or domain knowledge, such as cryptography and complex security models, would be classified as difficult to use.

In assessing the ease of use of a methodology there is inevitably a factor of subjectivity, both from those performing the assessment, and the basis on which it is performed – namely, factors such as whether the most popular notation or modeling language is the easiest to use, the trade-off between a steep learning curve at the beginning and simple application of a technique thereafter etc. Case studies are more significant in this respect for showing how easy it is to use a methodology in actual experience, although here, too, it is not always clear how an approach can scale for larger and/or more complex systems. Despite the presence of subjectivity, the assessment of the ease of use of a methodology provides an important indicator when considering its real life application.

2.2.8 Tool Support

Tool-support for a methodology can be realized in many ways, for example, as a set of scripts to help transform models, a GUI-based application for specifying and cataloging threats, or a whole suite of CASE tools for modeling security architectures. Tools help to make a methodology more acceptable to a broader range of developers and, therefore, increase its practical value. If tool-support is not available, the methodology must rely on its ease of use in addition to using techniques realizable without significant developer or team effort; conversely, with tool-support a methodology can allow more sophisticated tasks to be accomplished automatically or semi-automatically.
3 Survey of Model-Based Security Methodologies

In what follows we review our selected range of security methodologies according to the taxonomy presented in the previous section. In order to provide more detailed reviews for more detailed approaches and retain relative similarity between review lengths, we have striven to review comprehensive methodologies in more detail, and partial methodologies in less detail proportionally, based on their scope and number of activities performed.

The methodologies are grouped based on their primary paradigms. Each review includes a very brief outline, capturing the essence or distinguishing elements of the methodology, a detailed description and a discussion, the latter concentrating on limitations and features of the methodology. The detailed description is segregated into the SDLC stages for which a methodology is applicable, though not always in the strict order (i.e. requirements analysis, then design, then implementation) of application. We preface each methodology paradigm with a very brief overview of the corresponding development paradigm and/or relevant concepts, insofar as these have relevance to the security methodologies under review. The exception to this is the (general) model-based paradigm class, which was previously discussed in [Section 2.2.1.2].

3.1 (General) Model-Based Methodologies

3.1.1 Jürjens (MBSE / UMLsec)

OUTLINE:

Jürjens [see Jürjens 2002a, Jürjens 2005a, Jürjens 2006a] was amongst the first to propose a modern model-based approach to securing distributed software. Jürjens' Model-Based Security Engineering (MBSE) follows the standard life-cycle and corresponding engineering practices [see Section 2.1], and proceeds by first eliciting security requirements along with the system's functional requirements; embodying the resulting security requirements in models during design; and finally implementing the models into code either manually or automatically. UMLsec – an extension of UML for the specification of security requirements – is the modeling language and core of Jürjens' MBSE. Below we describe UMLsec and its associated tool-suite for design and implementation and then briefly mention approaches for security requirements determination.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Design: UMLsec is a light-weight extension of the Unified Modeling Language, initially as a UML 1.4/1.5 profile in [Jürjens 2002a, Jürjens 2005a] and recently updated to conform to UML 2.3 via the UMLsec4UML2 profile in [Schmidt and Jürjens 2011b], defining stereotypes, tags and constraints for expressing a number of security requirements, such as data secrecy and integrity, message secrecy and integrity, information flow restrictions, role-based access control and others. Each stereotype is applicable to different UML diagrams, including deployment (accounting for communications between nodes), class (accounting for static data and relationships between elements), activity (accounting for intra-object properties) and
sequence diagrams (accounting for interactions and protocols). By annotating UML models with the UMLsec security extensions, developers embody a system's security requirements at the design level.

While useful in itself, simply annotating models with security requirements does not guarantee that the models will conform to their corresponding requirements. MBSE/UMLsec's real value lies in the use of advanced tool-support for precisely this kind of security verification. The UMLsec tool-suite [Jürjens 2005b, Jürjens 2006b, Jürjens et al. 2008] consists of a number of analysis tools and plugins for verifying static and dynamic models as well as checking access control permissions. To support formal verification, the subset of UML employed by UMLsec is given a formal (behavioural) semantics via UML machines (see [Jürjens 2005a] for details), allowing for the execution semantics of UMLsec models to be converted to first-order logic and checked via automated theorem provers (e-SETHEO in earlier work, and more recently SPASS) against the relevant security requirements. If conformance fails, an attack sequence violating the security requirements is automatically generated and provided to developers for analysis.

For the purposes of verification, UMLsec allows the capabilities of adversaries to be specified via an adversary type, which formally models the threats related to the deployment view of a system, namely, those related to communication (delete, read, insert) and individual nodes (access). Two standard adversary types are defined in UMLsec that can be annotated on UML package diagrams: a default attacker, representing "an outsider adversary with modest capability [Jürjens 2005a], and an insider, representing an attacker with internal access to a system.

Since the verification process can be applied to dynamic models captured as sequence diagrams, it is ideal for checking cryptographic security protocols (cf. [Jürjens 2006b]). In comparison to purely formal security protocol verification approaches [see Gritzalis et al. 1999] not employing the more intuitive UML notation, specifying and verifying protocols in UMLsec can be seen as one of its strongest points, albeit requiring expertise accordingly.

MBSE/UMLsec is tailored for object-oriented and component-based systems, making its applicability broad. UMLsec can also be used to specify security aspects [Jürjens 2006a] (see the beginning of [Section 3.2.2] for definitions) as well as security components and/or partial architectures treated as patterns ([Schmidt and Jürjens 2011a], see the beginning of [Section 3.4] for definitions), but, contrary to [Jürjens et al. 2002, Jürjens 2005a], is not appropriate for security patterns such as those found in [Schumacher et al. 2006], since the latter cannot be represented by a fixed, formally specifiable architecture.

Implementation: One of the problems with using MBSE/UMLsec is that heavy reliance on security verification at the design stage "has no implication on the real system, as long as the application code is not generated directly from the model[s] and there is no assurance that the generation process itself is correct" [Best et al. 2007]. According to [Jürjens 2006a], such assured generation is currently not feasible, leaving as an (only) alternative the necessity to perform verification procedures on the code resulting from UMLsec models. This is again achieved via the UMLsec tool-suite, augmented for the implementation stage, which can (1) help to ensure that the (manually developed) code resulting from UMLsec design models adheres to the
specified security requirements by inserting run-time assertions; (2) automatically generate a series of test-cases to help guarantee code compliance; and (3) analyze (cryptography-related) source code by generating call-graphs, translating them into first-order logic – analogously to the design-level verification procedures – and passing them to an automated theorem prover for checking [Jürjens 2006b]. Legacy code can also be a target of such analysis.

MBSE/UMLsec is unique among other methodologies in its direct support for implementation-level security.

Requirements analysis: To complete the MBSE approach, a security requirements stage is necessary in which the requirements that are later specified using UMLsec and verified to hold using the tool-support can be determined. There are several approaches that cover this stage. [Jürjens 2002b], for example, utilizes use cases and security goal trees to guide the introduction of requirements into UMLsec models; [Popp et al. 2003] employ UMLsec within an object-oriented methodology determining security requirements via security-extended use cases; [Hatebur et al. 2011] employ problem frames as patterns to capture requirements (cf. [Section 3.4.1.2]) and use OCL to generate UMLsec models; and [Mouratidis and Jürjens 2010] use Secure Tropos for security requirements modeling and architecture development, mapping the resulting architectural artefacts to UMLsec models during detailed design via a set of heuristics.

Despite the existence of several competing approaches for determining security requirements, none of them are really perfect matches for UMLsec. Hatebur et al.'s approach in particular is quite advanced and intricate, however, generating design artefacts straight from requirements ignores the activity of architectural design, making it appear a more theoretical approach applicable in practice to simple systems. The approaches of Mouratidis and Jürjens (which we discuss in more detail later from the perspective of the agent-driven Secure Tropos methodology in [Section 3.5.1]) and Popp and colleagues are attempts to integrate UMLsec into other methodologies, not the converse. Finally, Jürjens' early work with goal trees does not include a comprehensive threat enumeration strategy. This leaves the requirements aspect less well-defined than the rest of MBSE.

Discussion:

Overall, MBSE/UMLsec is a rigorous secure software engineering approach particularly well-suited for use during detailed design, with a powerful tool-suite for security verification. UMLsec's deployment view and network-related stereotypes («LAN», «Internet» etc.) make it quite applicable to distributed settings, (cf. [Jürjens 2002a, Best et al. 2007]), for example, demonstrate the use of UMLsec in the industrial development of a distributed (client/server) information system. UMLsec has also been used on a number of other real-life industry projects [see Jürjens 2005a, Jürjens 2006b]. Nevertheless, MBSE/UMLsec promulgates a formal approach that is at times complex [Best et al. 2007] and requires a reasonable amount of security expertise, though less so than purely formal approaches (cf. [Gritzalis et al. 1999]) due to the use of UML and the intuitive, often self-explanatory nature of the stereotypes. Where expertise begins to exponentially increase is in the modeling of security protocols and the development of custom stereotypes with custom tool-
support (using UML machines). The latter, in particular, also requires strong mathematical skills and sound knowledge of formal methods, which not all developers possess.

Since no guidance is provided for actually designing secure systems, choosing security solutions etc., the MBSE/UMLsec approach can be seen as a “power user” modeling and analysis suite for guaranteeing security properties in systems for which security is a critical factor.

As slight digression, we should point out that more recently UMLsec has been described as a model-driven security (MDS) approach (see for example, [Fernández-Medina et al. 2009, Kasal et al. 2011]) as per [Section 3.2.1]. While MBSE shares certain similarities with MDS approaches, no model transformations are used (although the possibility for this does exist – see [Jürjens 2005a]), making it model-based, but not model-driven with respect to our taxonomy.

3.2 Model-Driven Methodologies

A model is an abstract representation, capturing some but not all aspects, of an actual system or entity. Model-driven security methodologies are based on the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) paradigm [France and Rumpe 2007, Schmidt 2006], in which models are treated as first-class entities in the overall development process. A fundamental characteristic of MDE is the use of model transformations, either automatic or manual, between models (model-to-model transformations) across abstraction layers, or as a means for generating implementation artefacts (model-to-code transformations). While model-to-code transformations, otherwise known simply as code generation, is one of the attractive features of MDE and perhaps one of the most advertised, in practice the paradigm is also used as a means of obtaining re-usable models and as a disciplined and systematic development approach [Hutchinson et al. 2011]. All these benefits can be transferred to security methodologies within the MDE paradigm.

Model-driven methodologies can be further divided into two sub-classes described individually in [Section 3.2.1] and [Section 3.2.2].

3.2.1 Model Driven Architecture / Security (MDA/MDS) Methodologies

Model-Driven Architecture is OMG's realization of MDE [Frankel 2003], in which models are created in three levels of abstraction measured with respect to a particular platform and transformed gradually from one level to another. The levels correspond approximately to conceptual models (CIMs – computationally independent models), design models (PIMs – platform-independent models) and detailed, implementation-dependent design models (PSMs – platform specific models). In MDA models can be transformed between and across levels to ultimately generate implementation-level artefacts.

Model-Driven Security (MDS) – a term first used by [Lodderstedt et al. 2002, Lang and Schreiner 2003] and, more definitively, by [Basin et al. 2006] – is an attempt to specialize the MDA paradigm to security by using models and transformations to enforce security properties from high-level designs to implementation artefacts [Fernández-Medina et al. 2009]. In MDS methodologies, a system's platform-independent functional models are annotated or composed with a
well-defined set of security constructs, which can be verified and collectively transformed together with the functional models either directly or through intermediate stages to security configurations in some underlying platform or to actual software components (i.e., to code). [Fernández-Medina et al. 2009] survey the area of model-driven security both concisely and comprehensively, and we refrain from repeating their work here.

Although UML is the standard modeling language used in most MDS approaches, the use of other languages is also possible [see Dai and Cooper 2007]. Dai and Cooper's treatment of SecureUML as a modeling approach in that work is supplemented by our treatment of SecureUML in the context of Lodderstedt, Basin and Doeser's full Model-Driven Security methodology.

3.2.1.1 Lodderstedt / Basin / Doeser (Model-Driven Security)

OUTLINE:
The work of [Lodderstedt et al. 2002] arguably marked the beginning of the model-driven security paradigm with SecureUML—a security modeling language realized as a heavy-weight UML extension for allowing RBAC access control policies to be modeled concurrently with functionality at the design stage—with a code-generative approach. Lodderstedt's later work in [Lodderstedt 2003], and following it [Basin et al. 2006], generalizes and completes the approach begun with SecureUML for arbitrary security modeling languages while still retaining the focus on RBAC access control. The resulting (partial) methodology, termed simply Model-Driven Security, emphasizes the specification of security properties in design models (somewhat akin to MBSE/UMLsec), their verification and their automatic transformation to security configurations. The latter transformation can target arbitrary software platforms, however, in practice they are most useful in generating policy specifications for distributed middleware.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Design and Implementation: The early work on Model-Driven Security begins with Lodderstedt et al.'s proposal of the SecureUML modeling language [Lodderstedt et al. 2002] for expressing extended RBAC policies in functional models during design that are subsequently transformed via a model-to-code transformation into security configuration parameters for the J2EE distributed platform. The latter ideas of modeling security at the design stage and transforming it to configuration parameters (or code artefacts, as required) are extended by [Lodderstedt 2003], appearing later in [Basin et al. 2003, Basin et al. 2006], as part of the fully developed Model-Driven Security methodology.

Model-Driven Security is based on a linguistic approach to modeling security, which proposes the creation of custom language schemas combining security modeling languages with functional (system or domain) modeling languages, enabling developers to model the security and functional aspects of a system simultaneously. To bridge the gap between the system and security modeling languages in each schema, a third, intermediate language—a “dialect”—is required, which tailors the security language in reference to a particular (system) language with more concrete or refined semantics and helps to merge the corresponding language metamodels (abstract syntax) and vocabulary. A dialect for a security language
allowing the specification of access control policies such as SecureUML, for example, can specify which model elements of a system language can be valid protected objects and what actions can be performed on them. This general composition of languages results in families of secure design modeling languages that provide the security properties specifiable by each security language as system modeling constructs in a coherent fashion, with the concrete syntax (notation) used for functional models.

In order to realize this abstract vision of different language schemas and thereby produce a practical security approach, Lodderstedt, Basin and Doeser propose two example UML-based functional modeling languages in [Lodderstedt 2003] and [Basin et al. 2003, Basin et al. 2006] – ControllerUML for state-based systems; and ComponentUML for distributed component systems – along with SecureUML as a security modeling language. The proposed functional modeling languages are merged with SecureUML to produce two usable schemas: ComponentUML+SecureUML and ControllerUML+SecureUML, demonstrating the viability of the abstract approach. As in [Lodderstedt et al. 2002], the resulting languages can be used to create security-enhanced design models that can subsequently be transformed to security configurations in the supported middleware platforms; for example, ComponentUML+SecureUML models can be transformed to security policies for EJB as well as Microsoft's .NET platform.

The verification of security-enhanced design models, first proposed as a goal for future work in [Lodderstedt 2003], is addressed in the work of [Basin et al. 2009], both abstractly and with relation to ComponentUML+SecureUML. The proposed verification strategy is based, like security modeling, on a linguistic approach, and consists of formulating queries in OCL about whether certain security conditions can hold and evaluating the queries with respect to the metamodel corresponding to a target design model. The approach requires the formalization of the modeling languages used (something already accomplished for SecureUML and ComponentUML in the previously cited publications), as well as the mapping of design models and possible run-time scenarios (expressed in object models, for example) to their associated metamodels for evaluation. Although supported by a modeling and OCL query tool (SecureMOVA), verification clearly requires an expert.

**Requirements Analysis:** The determination of security requirements is considered only briefly in [Lodderstedt 2003], who proposes a rights assignment scheme very similar to that of [Fernandez and Hawkins 1997] (see [Section 3.4.2.1] for more details on the latter). Nevertheless, security requirements determination is not an essential aspect of Model-Driven Security.

**DISCUSSION:**

Most model-driven MDA/MDS methodologies have been influenced by the general strategy taken in Model-Driven Security of annotating higher-level models with security properties and transforming these to implementation-level artefacts. However, Model-Driven Security's abstract basis of creating general language schemas has not been as influential.

First of all, creating new security modeling languages is a demonstrably difficult task requiring expertise, as evidenced by the formal descriptions presented by [Lodderstedt 2003] and [Basin et al. 2006] of the abstract syntax and semantics of
SecureUML (which, it must be kept in mind, can only specify RBAC policies). Formal specifications are necessary, however, for Basin et al.'s security verification strategy. Perhaps more problematic than complexity and high expertise requirements is that, in practice, the set of properties specifiable by a security modeling language is restricted by the capabilities of the target software platforms. Hence, according to [Basin et al. 2006]: “the modeling constructs in the security modeling language and their semantics should be designed with an eye open to the class of architectures and security mechanisms that will later be part of the target platforms. This requires care during the language design phase”. Thus designing new languages is not only complex, but can also be precarious. Even if a platform were to support a very wide (fixed) range of security mechanisms, there remains an issue of scalability: as the security semantics become richer, so does the complexity of the security modeling language.

As a practical methodology – consisting of SecureUML merged with ControllerUML and ComponentUML together with tool-support – aiming to generate security configurations for distributed platforms, Model-Driven Security is a sound security approach, albeit one focusing exclusively on RBAC policies.

The methodology has been trialled in the industry on at least one real project. [Clavel et al. 2008] report a successful use of Model-Driven Security with ComponentUML+SecureUML in the context of a test-report configuration utility, adding, however, that (good) tool-support is required for the wide-spread adoption of the methodology (in fact, at the time the developers did not actually implement a transformation function to generate the security configuration – this was done by hand). It is worth pointing out that Clavel et al.’s test-report utility had an almost identical design to the distributed calendar/scheduler application used as an example in [Lodderstedt et al. 2002]. Nevertheless, even the small-scale example in [Lodderstedt et al. 2002] showed an impressive improvement over creating manual security configurations in terms of effort and precision. [Lodderstedt 2003] also reports on using a prototypical e-commerce application for J2EE as a pilot study with similarly positive outcomes in generating security configurations.

As long as a new security modeling language is not required (i.e. if the existing SecureUML language schemas are sufficient for the task at hand), the ease of use of Model-Driven Security is relatively high, especially given the popularity of UML. However, since no guidance is provided as to where and why security specifications are introduced into design models, the methodology requires a security expert. In this sense, Model-Driven Security is akin to MBSE/UMLsec in helping experts to perform their tasks better.

Model-Driven Security is supported by ArcStyler plugins, and more recently by a custom Eclipse-based development environment for modeling and analyzing security design models (see [Basin et al. 2011] for details).

3.2.1.2 Hafner / Breu / Memon (SECTET / SECTISSIMO)

OUTLINE:

SECTET [Alam et al. 2007, Hafner et al. 2006, Memon et al. 2008, Hafner and Breu 2009] is a comprehensive model-driven (MDS) (primary class) and pattern-based (secondary class) methodology consisting of a framework, run-time infrastructure and analysis process for securing SOA-based systems, concentrating on
peer-to-peer, inter-organizational workflow scenarios. Like other model-driven approaches aspiring to produce security configurations from high-level models, SECTET's main goal is to support the annotation of functional business-process models with security properties, and to transform the resulting security-enhanced models to implementation-level artefacts in supporting web-service platforms.

**Detailed Description:**

**Analysis, Design and Implementation:** The main analysis, design and implementation level aspects of the methodology are embodied in the SECTET framework. In early work on SECTET, e.g. [Hafner et al. 2006], the framework's architecture closely adhered to the principles of MDA, and in particular Basin et al.'s MDS specialization [Basin et al. 2006], by transforming security-enhanced functional models through two layers of abstraction corresponding approximately to PIM (security-enhanced functional models) and PSM to security configurations. The SECTISSIMO project [Memon 2011, Memon et al. 2008], which, judging by later publications, e.g. [Hafner et al. 2009] and presentations [Katt et al. 2010] seems to have been subsumed into SECTET, extends the latter architecture by adding an intermediate transformation layer, introducing an additional platform-independent, model-to-model transformation.

Using the SECTET framework (in its extended, current form), models are first created at the Security-enhanced Functional Models Layer using SECTET-DSL, a set of domain specific languages for business process modeling realized as UML 2.0 profiles [Hafner and Breu 2009]. Since the aim of SECTET is to support inter-organization workflows, the SECTET-DSL languages provide appropriate constructs to model documents, interfaces as well as global and local views for business processes. Together with modeling functionality using SECTET-DSL, models can be annotated with security requirements using SECTET-PL, a high-level policy language [Alam et al. 2007] to produce security-enhanced models. During development, these security-enhanced models are transformed via a model-to-model transformation to abstract security patterns and abstract policy models in the Abstract Security Models Layer, where they are subsequently refined manually by two degrees: the first by generating several platform-independent patterns and policy models at a lower level of abstraction; and the second by determining their platform-specific details (technologies, standards etc.). Pattern and policy model refinement thus gradually transforms security artefacts from PIMs to PSMs. In the last transformation step, the refined, platform-specific patterns and policy models are mapped and transformed, respectively, to security services and configurations in the Runtime Platform Layer (i.e. a compatible target platform), and subsequently deployed.

**Implementation and Deployment:** For the Runtime Platform Layer, SECTET utilizes a custom security as a service (SeAAS) infrastructure [Hafner et al. 2009] – inspired by the [ISO/IEC 7498-2 1989] security architecture for open distributed systems [Memon 2011] – in which security functionality is provided by a collection of flexible components or services. SeAAS is used during the SECTET framework's last (model-to-code) transformation step described above, in which the platform specific patterns are mapped to security workflows, i.e. they are transformed to
compositions of SeAAS security services in BPEL, and policy models are transformed to security configurations of those services.

SeAAS is split into two layers of services: basic services like encryption and digital signatures, and advanced services like authentication, authorization, non-repudiation and others, which make use of the functionality provided by the basic layer. Instances of SeAAS are deployed in each participating organizational/administrative domain and connected by an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), which can intercept all messages – thus playing the role of a reference monitor – and pass them to the SeAAS infrastructure. The decision of which security services to use, alone or in a composed sequence, at any given time is taken by the SeAAS Security Engine, thereby decoupling security functionality from application code. This approach promulgates a declarative security model, where most security-related configuration is placed in the underlying infrastructure of the application (i.e. SeAAS connected to the ESB).

Requirements analysis: The SECTET framework is complemented by a security analysis process, ProSecO [Breu et al. 2008, Hafner and Breu 2009], which consists of a series of steps to determine security requirements from general business-driven security goals. The latter is accompanied by a set of metamodels, which provide a (UML-based) conceptual framework in which to consider stakeholders, business concerns and system components (as services) at a large granularity level, from both global and local views. ProSecO is applied to a system's (local) model, which is decomposed into three layers according to the (local) metamodel: business layer, application layer and physical layer. The process proceeds by setting certain security goals, which in turn give rise to security requirements; considering the threats and their associated risks with respect to these requirements; and choosing a suitable (set of) countermeasure(s). This is done by further partitioning the system model into sub-models, determining a “dependency graph” of model elements that are related (top-down, starting at the business layer) and performing the analysis iteratively on each sub-model. The process lacks support for choosing the actual countermeasures (security controls), and this may be future work. ProSecO is supported by a tailored development environment to help with the task of annotating model elements with security artefacts (threats, risks etc.).

Although setting security goals and effectively refining them into security requirements is a useful endeavour in securing a system, associating threats and corresponding risks to model elements only with respect to security requirements fails to consider any attacks on the system, meaning that a valid threat arising from a possible attack will never be considered unless it falls within the scope of a security goal. The drawback of this scheme is that a system can be considered secure without actually being protected. In this respect, the remark by the authors that OCTAVE [Alberts and Dorofee 2002] can be used as a complementary process (i.e. a process to enumerate security requirements starting from threats, not the other way around) should be taken in practical terms, too, if complete security is to be achieved. Besides its goal-oriented nature, the main merits of the ProSecO security analysis process are in the use of tool-support, formalization via UML metamodels and the relating of security artefacts (threats and risks) to system models, as opposed to considering them in the abstract. ProSecO complements the SECTET framework (models to security
configurations) with a corresponding set of security activities to determine the necessary security solutions (albeit with the limitation noted above).

**DISCUSSION:**

SECTET offers a detailed and strongly model-driven security approach. In comparison to Lodderstedt, Basin and Doeser's Model-Driven Security (see [Section 3.2.1.1]), SECTET can handle a much wider variety of security mechanisms, including authentication and non-repudiation. This is not altogether surprising, since SECTET takes its start from the latter approach, which is extended further and applied comprehensively. With ProSecO, SECTET also motivates the need for the security mechanisms as responses to threats within the context of set security goals. Nevertheless, SECTET is only applicable to inter-organizational workflow scenarios, and not to more general distributed settings.

In [Memon 2011], it is envisaged that the various activities performed when using SECTET are delegated to development team members with certain roles and experience. In particular, functional models are to be specified by a domain expert, who also determines the security requirements; a so-called framework engineer creates a catalog of security patterns, as well as their refinements, together with policy models for use in the abstract models layer; a security expert selects the apposite patterns and follows the process until code generation; and an application administrator takes care of deployment, configuration and management of the implemented security services. This distribution of roles fits the SECTET approach well, however, it implies that security expertise is essential to the success of the methodology. Security expertise is required in many forms: e.g. the application administrator should be versed in security concepts to configure and manage whole security infrastructures; the domain experts must possess sound security knowledge, otherwise it would be impossible for them to specify correct security requirements; and, finally, the framework engineer is really a security expert in disguise. These observations imply that SECTET is tailored for a very security-aware development team, making the methodology more restricted in scope. Re-use of the pattern refinements, models etc. across projects certainly helps to mitigate this situation, but not for the first project, nor with respect to differing security scenarios.

Regarding the use of patterns, strictly speaking, the security patterns in SECTET are not treated in the manner of the security patterns appearing in, for example, [Schumacher et al. 2006] (cf. [Section 3.4.2]), but are more properly intermediate abstractions of security mechanisms represented as models suitable for further transformation. Therefore, the advantages patterns have in guiding developers are not exploited. The modeling and refinement of security policies to configure the mechanisms represented by the patterns is a unique and important feature of the SECTET approach, and complements the use of models and patterns (as models) very well.

The methodology has been trialled in real-life projects from the e-government and e-health domains [see Hafner et al. 2006] and [Hafner and Breu 2009], attesting to the applicability of the approach.

SECTET provides an extensive tool-suite, both for the security requirements process (ProSecO) and the model-to-code transformations. The SECTET-DSL
profiles are compatible with a number of development environments [Hafner and Breu 2009].

3.2.1.3 Lang / Schreiner (OpenPMF)

OUTLINE:

[Schreiner and Lang 2008] present a partial model-driven (MDS) methodology building on a security enforcement system (PMF/OpenPMF) for various distributed middleware platforms. The approach is strongly influenced by the work of [Lodderstedt et al. 2002], aiming to specify high-level security policies in a domain-specific language and transform them to lower-level policies that can be enforced by PMF/OpenPMF. Below we describe Lang and Schreiner's the early work leading up to the PMF/OpenPMF system, and review the current form of the methodology afterwards.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Design: Lang and Schreiner's early work [Lang and Schreiner 2003] presents an approach to securing distributed applications based on decoupling security policies from the software, security technologies and underlying distributed platform (middleware). The approach loosely follows the MDA philosophy, aligning the use of security policies and the relevant transformations to the MDA modeling levels (views) by analogy. Security policies are specified in PDL, a custom policy language that can capture complicated authorization and authentication semantics, allowing for the specification of a number of security models. Conceptually, security policies are mapped via transformations to the equivalent security functionality present in the underlying platform. With respect to implementation, this mapping is realized by extracting platform or technology specific attributes (transformation aspect) and matching policies against them at run-time (policy enforcement aspect). Access is mediated on a per-object invocation basis by the platform or middleware and intercepted by a custom Adapter software component, which passes on the mediated invocation to a dedicated Policy Enforcement component. Policy enforcement occurs by decomposing the set of policies into a tree-like hierarchy (which, most importantly, can take into account authority delegation), using a set of Transformer components individual to each platform to extract situational attributes and matching policy rules accordingly. The realization of this approach is embodied in the Policy Management Framework (PMF) and later OpenPMF [Lang and Schreiner 2004].

This approach is extended to address the limitation of manually specifying security policies in [Schreiner and Lang 2008]. There the authors state candidly their experience in a larger, real-life project with using OpenPMF alone and specifying policies by hand: “[the human administrator] had to use a primitive trial and error approach: Start the system, wait for a policy violation, correct the policy, and go to start again! After about one week, the application was running without new policy violations, with a policy of about 1000 rules. The policy was far from optimal, and provided little assurance.”

In its extended (and now current) form the methodology strictly follows MDS principles by concurrently specifying security policies in SPL – a domain-specific language – together with functional system models as per MDA standards, transforming the security models to PDL policies and relying on PMF/OpenPMF for...
enforcement. This accomplishes Schreiner and Lang's aim of “correct enforcement of correct policies” [Schreiner and Lang 2008]. The policies themselves reflect the available solutions in the underlying platforms supported by OpenPMF. As [Schreiner and Lang 2008] point out, the correctness of transformations, platform security capabilities, additional security functionality etc. all have to be considered, making the approach useful for security experts but not for the average developer. The emphasis of the methodology is thus on the design-level specification and run-time enforcement of security.

**DISCUSSION:**

Since Lang and Schreiner's work has close commercial ties including “patent-pending methods and algorithms” [Schreiner and Lang 2008] (one assumes for the high-level SPL policy transformations) the relevant publications are sparse in detail, making it very difficult to fully assess the merits and deficiencies of the approach.

As with Lodderstedt/Basin's MDS ([Section 3.2.1.1]), Lang and Schreiner's approach has been trialled on real projects. [Schreiner and Lang 2008] reports on their use of SPL and OpenPMF in an industrial air traffic simulation system, and note the positive outcome of producing a large number of valid PDL policies from a small set of high-level SPL policies.

The methodology is supported by an Eclipse-based tool-suite for specifying SPL policies, editing resulting PDL policies and performing automatic transformations. OpenPMF, currently in version 2.0, supports a wide variety of middleware platforms.

### 3.2.1.4 Gunawan / Hermann / Kraemer (security-enhanced SPACE)

**OUTLINE:**


SPACE is an MDE approach in which system functionality is specified using collaborative building blocks (or simply collaborations), which are higher level service models capturing the distributed functionality of a number of collaborating components, notated using UML 2.0 collaboration (static) and activity (dynamic) diagrams. SPACE collaborations can be composed hierarchically and combined in a “LEGO block” fashion to produce more complex functionality. The resulting architectural models can be checked due to their formal, temporal logic based semantics and transformed automatically to sets of components carrying the collaboration/service functionality, which are further transformed to Java code artefacts.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION:**

**Design:** Gunawan et al.’s methodology extends SPACE by adding an additional security analysis stage and proposing a library of security building blocks that can automatically be integrated into a system's functional models using tool-support. In the early work of [Gunawan et al. 2009], the process for introducing security consisted in: (1) creating a functional system design; (2) analyzing the design for valuable assets, assessing their value; (3) identifying threats to those assets; (4) assessing associated risks using a simple but effective matrix relating asset scores to
threat scores; and (5) designing and integrating security countermeasures in the form of security collaborations/building blocks. The process is iterated between domain and security experts for each introduced solution.

In recent work on the methodology [Gunawan et al. 2011], emphasis is placed on automation via tool-support, thereby removing the need for domain/security expert iterations, but introducing a set of requirements on the original architecture for security integration that makes for a significantly more rigid approach. The current process replaces step (5) above with the following four steps: (5') identifying collaborations requiring the introduction of security countermeasures; (6) automatically checking that a system's architecture fulfills certain pre-defined collaboration constraints for a given countermeasure; (7) automatically composing countermeasure security building blocks with identified collaborations via graph-based, information-flow algorithms; and (8) semi-automatically integrating the resulting secured collaborations into the functional models.

The use of security building blocks requires run-time support, and the approach currently considers only communications security between two participants (client/server), making its scope rather limited.

DISCUSSION:

The generative nature of SPACE and the high degree of automation in Gunawan et al.'s methodology is one of its most attractive factors. Since SPACE collaborations/building blocks are essentially template-like patterns or partial architectures containing specific functionality, they can be re-used across different systems. Nevertheless, no guidance is provided in actually choosing particular security building blocks. In both the older and most recent variants of the methodology security is integrated after, not during, functional modeling, which implies that security introduction is effectively, despite the aim of early security integration, an afterthought to the design stage. With respect to implementation, it is not valid to assume as [Gunawan et al. 2009] do that the SPACE model transformations and subsequent code-generation preserve all security properties. It remains to be seen in future work whether the methodology can encompass security solutions other than TLS-based secure communications in a useful and relatively constraint-free manner.

3.2.1.5 Sánchez and colleagues (ModelSec)

OUTLINE:

Sánchez et al.'s ModelSec [Sánchez et al. 2009] is a partial model-driven (MDS) methodology applicable to general distributed systems, whose focus is on capturing security information and applying fine-grained model transformations across the development life-cycle to produce implementation-level security artefacts.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Requirements analysis: In ModelSec, security introduction begins in the early development stages. During analysis, a domain-specific language (SecML) defined according to a general requirements metamodel is used for capturing security requirements. SecML allows common requirements and concepts to be represented graphically, helping to analyze security requirements, threats and goals in a single
model. The resulting requirement model elements are synchronized with a corresponding conceptual model (which similarly conforms to the general requirements metamodel) by mapping assets in the SecML model to concepts in the conceptual model.

**Design:** During design, SecML requirements models are transformed via a model-to-model (PIM-to-PSM) transformation to generate “skeleton” security design models that conform to another metamodel capturing security design decisions. More specifically, security design models constitute platform-dependent encapsulations of technology-related decisions for each mechanism corresponding to a security requirement in the requirements metamodel. The latter are elaborated and transformed once again via a PSM-to-PSM transformation to a set of platform-dependent security implementation models, which further specify the design models with respect to a given platform. A number of such implementation models can be created, according to different target implementation artefacts.

**Implementation:** For implementation, the security requirements, design decision and implementation models, together with a set of platform metamodels capturing details about particular platforms for each implementation model, undergo another model-to-model transformation to produce a set of generation models from which code artefacts, such as policies or configurations, can be generated directly.

**Discussion:** ModelSec is a fine-grained model-driven approach aiming to encompass the whole SDLC and support developers with security expertise to generate security configurations more easily. The models used in ModelSec, however, do not model security solutions, but security-related information – requirements, technology decisions, platform details – in the form of schemas, meaning that the alignment to MDS is rather loose. ModelSec security models are not strongly related to a system's functional models, and in particular, security design models are not related in any way to the corresponding functional design models. Capturing design decisions as models is an interesting approach, but embedding technical decisions in the related metamodel implies that it is liable to change as new technologies appear. Regarding the transformation process, we should point out that the SecML models and corresponding conceptual models are actually computation-independent models (CIMs), not, as treated in ModelSec, platform-independent models. The implications of this are that the approach does not encompass PIMs, but transforms CIMs directly to PSMs, which carry platform-independent characteristics. Since design models do not capture solutions, but decisions, and are not related to functional models, verification is not an option.

The methodology is accompanied by an Eclipse-based tool-suite for SecML modeling and model transformations.

### 3.2.2 Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) Methodologies

An aspect, used as a technical term, is a particular part or feature of a program or design that cuts across or is present in numerous separate modules or components of a system. Historically, the use of aspects as a central concept takes its roots in Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [Kiczales et al. 1997] (see also [García et al. 2012] for
a security-oriented discussion), where parts of a program's functionality are localized in aspects and woven (composed or integrated) at particular join points specified either manually or automatically. The ideas from AOP were subsequently applied to higher levels of abstraction in the work of [Clarke and Baniassad 2005], [France et al. 2004a] and others to form the Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) paradigm, focusing “on the identification and representation of crosscutting concerns, and their modularization in separate units [aspects], as well as their automated composition into a complete system” [Jakob et al. 2009]. In such aspect-oriented approaches, each concern embodied by an aspect is woven into a base or primary model describing some part (or the whole) of a system’s software architecture. A join point model defines where in that architecture aspects can be woven, while pointcuts determine a selection of possible join points. Depending on the approach, aspects can consist of pointcuts and/or valid join points and advice – the actual action or content of the aspect embodying the particular concern.

With respect to security, AOSD approaches allow developers to consider security concerns in isolation and weave them either into base design models to obtain integrated security-enhanced models or into implementation-level artefacts. AOSD methodologies are model-driven inasmuch as aspects are first-class models and aspect weaving is essentially a model-to-model transformation.

[Dehlinger and Subramanian 2006] survey several recent aspect-oriented approaches for securing software, among them [Georg et al. 2002a] and [Yu et al. 2005]. The former is treated without any detail, however, thereby not allowing a fair appraisal of Dehlinger and Subramanian’s pointed criticisms. This is redressed by our review of the same approach in [Section 3.2.2.1] below.

3.2.2.1 Georg / Ray / France (AORDD)

OUTLINE:

[Georg et al. 2002a, Georg et al. 2002b, Georg et al. 2006, Georg et al. 2009, Georg et al. 2010], [Ray et al. 2004] and [France et al. 2004b] present a model-driven (AOSD) (primary class) and pattern-driven (secondary class) security methodology based on Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM) for securing general software systems. The approach is also applicable to distributed systems inasmuch as Georg et al.’s aspects can, at least theoretically, be constructed and/or tailored to account for more specialized security scenarios.

In Georg et al.’s approach, security solutions are expressed as aspects, which are treated as patterns based on the previous work of [France et al. 2002, France et al. 2004a]. The latter work is an attempt to make rigorous specifications of design patterns in UML by the use of role models (approximately meta-model level templates) and accompanying OCL constraint templates, which restrict the scope of possible pattern realizations in terms of model elements. Such rigorous specifications are useful because they determine the degree to which the design patterns (i.e. their models) can be varied. We should note that Georg et al.’s aspects [Georg et al. 2002a, Georg et al. 2009] are not to be confused with security patterns (cf. [Schumacher et al. 2006]), to which they are nevertheless related (see [Section 3.4] for more details). France et al.'s specifications are unable to capture the complete semantics of corresponding solutions, and, unlike security patterns, do not aspire to provide guidance or models of tried-and-tested solutions. In this sense, the aspects used by
[Georg et al. 2002a, Georg et al. 2009] resemble the patterns used in the SECTET approach, which are likewise treated as first-class models, or in other pattern-based methodologies using template-like patterns ([Section 3.4.1]).

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION:**

In the research group's early work [Georg et al. 2002a, Georg et al. 2002b], the approach can be described by a limited sequence of security activities: identifying necessary security aspects via a simple table mapping possible assets, attacks and corresponding countermeasures, and incorporating the countermeasures (aspects) by weaving them into a system's primary model. The (representative) countermeasures table is a good first attempt to identify security solutions, but is not a complete strategy.

With Georg et al.'s work on AORDD (aspect-oriented risk-driven development) [Georg et al. 2006, Georg et al. 2010] and the group's work on formal verification, the methodology is complemented by an attack modeling strategy, Alloy-based verification and trade-off analysis. In this latest version of the methodology, presented in [Georg et al. 2009, Georg et al. 2010], security introduction becomes an iterative six-part process, consisting of six consecutive steps: (1) determination of threats and risks using CORAS [Lund et al. 2011] alongside the elaboration of the primary model; (2) modeling of high-risk attacks related to threats as aspects; (3) weaving of the attack aspects into the primary model and formally analyzing the resulting misuse model to evaluate the attack's damage potential and hence to determine (resultant) security requirements, with the latter being mapped immediately to countermeasures; (4) introduction of relevant countermeasures as aspects into the primary model, producing a security-treated model; (5) re-weaving of the attack aspects into the security-treated model, followed by automated formal analysis, to evaluate the success of the security solution in mitigating the attacks; (6) calculating a fitness score for the solution using a BBN (Bayesian Belief Network). The process is repeated for each attack, to decide and trade-off between different solutions, and to discover newly introduced discrepancies such as solution conflicts. The approach is only applicable to the design stage. Below we describe the steps of this process in more detail.

**Design:** The first step in Georg et al.'s methodology is to use a security assessment strategy to evaluate the risks to an existing primary (system) model. CORAS is proposed for this purpose in [Georg et al. 2009], whose use results in a set of resultant security requirements embodied in the form of “treatments”. The subsequent creation of misuse models and their analysis (discussed further below) effectively refines the risk (threat) model from CORAS in view of the primary model, allowing a more detailed set of security requirements to be specified. The overall approach is valid even if CORAS is replaced by another threat modeling/risk analysis method, making the methodology more flexible in this regard.

Following the determination of resultant security requirements, high-risk attacks are modeled as aspects, woven (as per the earlier work on the methodology in [Georg et al. 2002a, Georg et al. 2002b, France et al. 2004b, Ray et al. 2004]) individually into the primary model (one attack per iteration of the methodology) and verified, as explained below for security aspects, to produce a misuse model. If the verification results show that the attack is feasible, a relevant countermeasure is selected based on expert advice.
Currently, the methodology does not provide guidance or a structured approach for the selection activity. The range of countermeasures are those expressible as generic security aspects, which, judging by their availability, must be developed by security experts impromptu. Aspects appearing in the related literature include those for TLS secure communication [Georg et al. 2006, Georg et al. 2009], simple authentication and auditing [Georg et al. 2002b] and access control [Ray et al. 2004]. We should point out in this respect that [Georg et al. 2010] indicate their intent to create a repository of aspects associated with particular security properties, as well as to formalize dependencies between attacks and security solutions, which suggests that future improvements of the methodology may include features to support a more structured solution identification process using pre-defined solutions.

Once chosen, the countermeasures are subsequently woven into the primary model (from the previous methodology iteration, if applicable) to produce (a further) security-enhanced primary model. Aspect weaving is a two-phase process (following [Ray et al. 2004]), in which, firstly, the generic aspect (a role model-based pattern) is realized by manually mapping or binding the abstract roles (structural and behavioural) to existing primary model elements, if possible, or to new model elements, in both cases following the semantics and syntax (naming, concepts etc.) of the primary model, to create a context-specific aspect; and secondly, semi-automatically merging the context-specific aspect into the primary model, resolving conflicts where possible. Merging (UML) model elements can be accomplished via algorithmic strategies based on names [Straw et al. 2004] and signatures [Reddy et al. 2006], which can be tailored via composition directives, e.g. specifying which elements override others, rules for removal of elements etc. – see [Straw et al. 2004]. From a high-level perspective, the weaving process corresponds well to Fleurey et al.’s matching and merging model composition stages for AOM [Fleurey et al. 2008]. The aspect weaving process can also be thought of as a very rigorous but somewhat rigid form of pattern instantiation.

Once the aspect has been woven and all conflicts resolved, the attack aspect developed earlier can be re-woven into the security-enhanced primary model to determine whether the most recently woven countermeasure is effective in stopping the corresponding attack. This determination is accomplished with the aid of formal verification, which was also used to analyze the misuse models in the earlier stages of the methodology. The security-treated model (in UML) is translated into the Alloy formal language by simplifying the static UML models, writing OCL specifications of their methods (dynamic behaviour), and subsequently translating the simplified models together with accompanying OCL constraints using the UML2Alloy tool, see [Georg et al. 2009] for references and details. An Alloy Analyzer is used on the resulting model to automatically check for instances in which a particular condition – specified in OCL – fails.

The whole analysis process requires detailed specifications of the models such as would usually be obtained at the detailed design stage (complete method signatures, attributes etc.), which is slightly at variance with the aim of the methodology as stated in [Georg et al. 2009]: “our method can expose bugs and security issues of a system early in the development process before the model is refined enough to be implemented”. If verification is performed prior to detailed design, however, further refinement of the models may invalidate the results.
One of the most salient features of Georg et al.'s AORDD methodology is the trade-off analysis performed between different security solutions, following the Alloy-based verification process. A BBN is used to calculate a fitness score for a particular security countermeasure, which is “a measure of the degree that a particular security solution meets the security, development, project and financial constraints of the project” [Georg et al. 2010]. Each of these constraints, as well as the result from the verification (whether a solution mitigates an attack or not), is specified in the form of a number of parameters used as input to the BBN. The fitness scores can be used to guide the selection of which solution for a given attack should be chosen for implementation. This has the important ramification that a security solution failing to mitigate an attack can nevertheless be chosen for implementation, e.g. the case study in [Georg et al. 2010] based on its lower cost of implementation, project schedule constraints etc.

Trade-off analysis is a best-effort, semi-automated approach, but one in which subjectivity cannot be removed entirely, since the assignment of values in the BBN as well as its setup is a subjective process based on experience and expertise. Therefore, even more than the Alloy verification results, which are similarly best-effort, the fitness scores are not absolute indicators. Nevertheless, the approach offers developers support in making sound decisions in the face of numerous other project factors, and, given a correctly set up BBN, can be used by non-experts. Considering the impact resulting from the introduction of security aspects to other non-functional properties is a goal for future work in [Georg et al. 2010], which may be a valuable extension. Preliminary work addressing performance is presented in [Houmb et al. 2011].

DISCUSSION:

Overall, the methodology presented in [Georg et al. 2002a, Georg et al. 2009, Georg et al. 2010] is a design-focused approach distinctive for its use of rigorous security modeling and semi-automated trade-off analysis. While the trade-off analysis in particular is a unique and valuable feature, the methodology as a whole has several major drawbacks. Besides those already noted throughout the review, Georg et al.'s approach does not appear to be scalable to larger systems, and as the authors themselves state, “repeated generic aspect instantiation, composition [weaving] and analysis can be tedious and error-prone” [Georg et al. 2009]. In many ways the introduction of security properties is also experimental, or ad-hoc: “it is important to continue integrating security mechanisms and analyzing the resulting security-treated system […] since some mechanisms may interfere with each other. When such conflicts arise, the designer can integrate alternative solutions until a usable combination is identified through achieving acceptable analysis results” [Georg et al. 2009]. The efforts required in aspect weaving, verification and trade-off analysis make the approach unrealistic in cases where more than just a (very) small number security solutions must be introduced.

With respect to guidance, in all the case studies the authors know a priori how to best construct and weave a security aspect into a system's primary model, but it never becomes clear how this is known, nor how the strategy can be generalized. Finally, from a more fundamental perspective, the application of the AOM paradigm as done by [France et al. 2004a], in which “fixed-to-measure” models of security solutions are
rigorously specified, results in a need to consider fixed, automated weaving strategies via algorithms or the like carefully matching each UML model classifier, association etc., making for a rigid approach overall, in which the emphasis is on automation instead of guidance. While automation is a helpful feature, it is not possible to fully automate the securing of a system. The current lack of guidance and high expertise and effort requirements make Georg et al.’s methodology seem somewhat difficult to use.

The methodology is supported by a suite of tools: ArgoUML and UML2Alloy for the verification process [Georg et al. 2009], Hugin for the decision trade-off analysis [Georg et al. 2010] and custom tools for aspect weaving [France et al. 2004a, Mekerke et al. 2002]. It may also be possible to support the aspect weaving strategies using the KerMeta-based tool developed as part of the work in [Reddy et al. 2006]. More than other methodologies, the numerous descriptions of algorithms and processes of the AORDD approach indicate that using a software tool is essential for its practical use.

3.2.2.2 Mouheb and colleagues

OUTLINE:

[Mouheb et al. 2009, Mouheb et al. 2010] present a partial model-driven security methodology, similar in many ways to Georg et al.’s work described above. Mouheb et al. closely follow the AOSD paradigm by encapsulating security solutions in aspects using UML-based domain-specific languages, automatically weaving the aspects in base or primary models and subsequently (as a planned stage) generating code artefacts. Like Georg et al.’s AORDD, the approach is applicable to distributed systems on account of its support for constructing relevant, specific aspects.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

**Design:** One of the aims of Mouheb et al.’s approach is to lower the expertise required of developers in implementing security by localizing that expertise to security aspects. For this purpose, the approach provides a domain-specific language (DSL) in the form of a UML metamodel, together with a pointcut language, allowing both the structural and behavioural properties of aspects to be specified in the form of changes to the primary model (adaptations) together with the places in that model where the aspect can be woven (pointcuts). The resulting aspect specifications define parameterized model templates similar to the template patterns of [France et al. 2004b], in which the embodied security solutions can be re-used in different contexts. The simultaneous specification of valid join points in the primary model within aspects is a significant advantage over France et al.’s aspects [France et al. 2004b], since this information helps to better define the scope and applicability of a security solution. It should be pointed out that Mouheb et al.’s aspect and pointcut languages are not specific to security, but define general languages for specifying aspects in UML.

During design, developers select appropriate security aspects and specialize them using tool-support by choosing which elements (parameters) of the aspects map to which primary model elements according to the aspect-specified pointcuts. This can be likened to mapping pattern roles to valid model elements, and is very much analogous to Georg et al.’s context-specific aspect instantiation (see [Section 3.2.2.1] above). The mapping to model elements chosen by the developers defines a set of join
points in the primary model around which the aspects are woven. The weaving process is defined in terms of model transformations written in QVT and is fully automated. Woven aspect behaviours appear in sequence diagrams as composed fragments that hide the underlying complexity, something especially useful in long security protocols. Unlike the similar process in Georg et al.’s approach of weaving using strategies, Mouheb et al.'s aspect weaving does not appear to address issues of conflict resolution. This may be problematic in instances where an aspect adaptation requires the addition of a class already contained in the primary model.

Requirements analysis: The specification of security requirements is mentioned as being part of the overall approach in [Mouheb et al. 2009], where [Jürjens 2005a] is cited for further details. While UMLsec stereotypes do indeed appear in some of Mouheb et al.’s examples [Mouheb et al. 2009], the precise role of UMLsec, or requirements specification in general, remains unclear, which suggests that a security requirements stage is not an essential part of the methodology.

DISCUSSION:
Mouheb et al.'s work shares many similarities to Georg et al.'s AORDD approach with respect to aspect representation and weaving, arguably making improvements in both areas. One important element omitted from Mouheb et al.'s methodology, or at least its presentation in the literature, is a structured selection stage for the security aspects. Currently this selection requires security expertise, thus weakening the initial aim of the methodology to be developer-friendly. Missing support for conflict resolution in aspect weaving and a lack of security verification also leave open questions regarding the validity of the final security-enhanced models.

The methodology is supported by an IBM Rational Software Architect plug-in, used for aspect specialization and weaving.

3.2.2.3 Jakob / Loriant / Conseil (DiaAspect)

OUTLINE:

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:
Design and Implementation: In the DiaSpec/DiaGen approach, a system's software architecture is first modeled using DiaSpec – a lightweight ADL tailored for distributed (pervasive) systems. The architecture description is subsequently used to generate a typed programming framework with accompanying run-time support in the form of a custom middleware layer (DiaEnv) abstracting away underlying platform details.

To introduce security concerns, [Jakob et al. 2009] closely follow the AOSD paradigm and superimpose an aspect language called DiaAspect on top of the DiaSpec ADL that, together with its attendant join point model, associates pointcuts (effectively join point filters) with advice (security solution code) to allow the specification of a range of security concerns. DiaAspect's join point model is defined relative to DiaSpec's connector constructs encompassing synchronous RPC, publish-
subscribe and session-based semantics, according to inter-component communication behaviour (e.g. a component publishing events).

In its particulars, DiaAspect is constructed to closely resemble AspectJ. DiaAspect's pointcut syntax and semantics allow for the specification of which join points should be selected for aspect weaving, while aspect advice (i.e. security solutions) is specified using Java. Aspect advice can encompass an arbitrary range of crosscutting security concerns. Since DiaAspect is built on top of DiaSpec, the advice in the aspects can refer to the architectural constructs of the ADL; however, since the latter are compiled by DiaGen to an implementation framework, the advice can also contain code referring to the associated (to-be-generated) framework via a specific API. Thus DiaAspect allows advice to refer to both architectural and implementation artefacts, making it quite powerful, albeit complex to use.

The process of introducing security properties consists in the (ad-hoc) modeling of additional security components and connectors, and the specification of security aspects (advice together with appropriate pointcuts) in DiaAspect at the architecture-development stage. Instead of weaving the DiaAspect aspects into the primary DiaSpec architectural models, however, they are translated to AspectJ aspects and, transitioning to the implementation stage, woven into the actual code-level artefacts, namely, the generated programming framework and the DiaEnv middleware layer. Since aspect weaving is performed on a codebase with known structure, precision can be ensured.

**DISCUSSION:**

Overall, Jakob et al.'s methodology is unique for its use of an aspect language on top of an ADL within a generative framework. The close adherence of Jakob et al.'s approach to the AOSD paradigm, coupled with strong similarity in syntax between DiaAspect and AspectJ helps to place the methodology in a more familiar context and thus increase its usability. Nevertheless, the absence of any guidance implies that security and domain expertise are required both in developing the security aspects and in determining via pointcut specifications where they should be woven. A real problem in this respect is that while the security solutions contained in the aspects can be verified independently, an overall correct security implementation relies on the correct specification of pointcuts, which is a potentially error-prone task even for experts. Some form of (security) verification would thus be required to make the approach more robust. Another, related, problem stems from the intermixing of architectural and implementation decisions in aspects. In particular, this may lead – at least on occasions – to a bottom-up (implementation-driven) as opposed to a top-down (design-driven) approach to security, in which developers effectively code security solutions at the design stage.

The DiaGen/DiaSpec development framework comes with an Eclipse plugin, but it is not clear whether this is used in Jakob et al.'s methodology, which otherwise does not appear to be supported by any tools.

### 3.2.3 Other Model-Driven Methodologies

There are several other model-driven methodologies for securing general and distributed software systems that deserve mention.
[Menzel et al. 2009, Menzel et al. 2010] and [Menzel and Meinel 2009, Menzel and Meinel 2010], for example, specialize Model-Driven Security ([see Section 3.2.1.1]) to SOA-based systems using SecureSOA, a security modeling language inspired by SecureUML. Security requirements can be captured at the business process modeling level in platform-independent models and transformed to web-services policy specifications via a set of security configuration patterns (WS-specific security patterns formalized using a custom DSL). We do not cover Menzel and Meiner’s work, since we have already reviewed a comprehensive model-driven approach for SOA-based systems (SECTET), and, furthermore, SecureSOA is a direct application of the principles outlined in [Basin et al. 2006].

[Yu et al. 2005] propose a partial model-driven AOSD (primary class) and architecture-driven (secondary class) methodology using the SAM ADL [see Dai and Cooper 2007]. A high-level SAM architectural model is separated into a base architectural model and a security aspect model containing the various security solutions in aspects. The latter are not discussed in detail, however, and there seems to be no structured approach to creating or selecting aspects. Only brief indications are given regarding aspect weaving, which, together with the extensive use of formal methods and lack of any tool support, implies a technically sound but unrealistic approach.

[Reznik et al. 2007] take a very similar approach to [Schreiner and Lang 2008], using Qedo (a CCM implementation) and OpenPMF combined with MDS principles for specifying high-level security policies. The emphasis of Reznik et al.’s work is on the creation of appropriate tool-support.

A more architecture-driven approach can be found in the work of [Oladimeji et al. 2007], who present a policy-based, software architectural perspective on secure model-driven development via a UML 2.0 extension. The emphasis, however, is on general software systems.

3.3 Architecture-Driven Methodologies

In contrast to model-driven engineering approaches, architecture-centric development approaches [Taylor et al. 2010] concentrate on a system's software architecture as the main artefact of importance. An architecture consists of more than a collection of models: it embodies a set of principal design decisions and determines the overall structure and behaviour of a piece of software in relation to various views [see Bass et al. 2003]. Accordingly, the aim of architecture-driven security methodologies is to create a secure software architecture: an architecture with embedded security properties.

As with their model-driven counterparts, architecture-driven security approaches generally begin with an architectural model of a system and annotate it with security properties to produce a security-enriched model (or security design model in the terms of [Basin et al. 2006]). The modeling languages used to achieve this security enrichment, the emphasis on architectures as opposed to first-class models and the absence of model transformation distinguish architecture-driven from model-driven methodologies. While model-driven approaches make use of extensions of UML, architecture-driven approaches typically use a precise architectural description of a system produced by ADLs and/or formal modeling methods. In architecture-driven methodologies, the verification of security properties often assumes a role of greater
importance. Due to their nature, such methodologies generally concentrate on the
design stage of the SDLC, without much regard for the remaining development life-
cycle.

[Ren 2006] has surveyed a number of architectural-level approaches to
introducing security, placing emphasis on modeling languages and older
methodologies using formal methods such as [Moriconi et al. 1997] (architecture
refinement through mappings) and [Deng et al. 2003] (Petri nets and temporal logic)
aiming to implement security at the architectural level. We omit these, and review
several more recent approaches instead.

3.3.1 Ren / Taylor

OUTLINE:
A representative (partial) architecture-driven security methodology is described in
the work of [Ren and Taylor 2005], [Ren et al. 2005] and [Ren 2006]. The essence of
the approach consists in extending an existing ADL to support security constructs and
allow reasoning about security – specifically access control – at the architectural level
via architecture analysis techniques [Taylor et al. 2010].

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:
**Design:** The substrate language used in Ren and Taylor's approach is xADL [Dashofy
et al. 2005], an extensible XML-based ADL, whose semantics are enriched via a set
of general security concepts to provide direct support for modeling subjects (users on
whose behalf software components execute), principals (essentially the identity/ies of
a subject), resources (protected entities), privileges (approximately subject
permissions), safeguards (approximately object permissions), security policies (in
XACML) and contexts.

In many ways, the resulting modeling language – Secure xADL – is a software
architectural version of Lodderstedt et al.’s SecureUML. Unlike [Lodderstedt et al.
2002] and later [Basin et al. 2006], Ren and Taylor do not seek to generate code from
their architectural models, but, as noted above, to analyze and reason about security
properties prior to the implementation phase.

Secure xADL can model access control concerns at the architectural level by
specifying “contracts” between software components via their associated access
permissions and privileges. The security semantics are applied and enforced
exclusively through connectors (for which see [Shaw 1996]), which are treated as first
class citizens in all xADL architectural models. In this context connectors act as both
policy enforcement and policy decision points [Gollmann 2011], and, above all, as
multiple (or single) reference monitors. Higher-order connectors can be composed
from multiple other connectors; connectors can be replaced (potentially dynamically);
and connectors can be created from component specifications, to perform a
(potentially) wide variety of security functions. Since xADL supports component
compositions, the approach can account for multiple sub-architectures and extend
access control to their constituent components and connectors. Since the approach
works at the architectural level, it can also determine “architectural security”
concerns, such as component creation and destruction, execution etc.

Analyzing the resulting secured architecture is achieved by using an algorithm
that parses the Secure xADL model (which is represented as XML text) and
validating the semantics. In doing so, the context for each component and connector must be taken into account and permissions and privileges aggregated to form an overall perspective on the access control (on a per component/connector basis). The algorithm provides assurances that the modeled access control is correct and consistent.

DISCUSSION:

Ren and Taylor's approach offers a comprehensive methodology for incorporating access control semantics at the architectural level. The approach has relevance to distributed systems inasmuch as it places preeminent emphasis on software connectors. However, the approach has several limitations.

Like [Lodderstedt et al. 2002] and [Basin et al. 2006], only access control semantics are demonstrated, although Ren and Taylor proceed further in allowing the semantics of multiple access control models to be captured – including those based on the traditional Matrix model (ACLs and capabilities), roles (RBAC) and trust-management (TMBAC). Nevertheless, delegation is not considered. In practice, access control policies are specified as part of the connector in XACML, limiting the range of access control models to those supported by the standard. Attacks and threats are also not considered, placing reliance on the security expertise of the architects.

The largest drawback of the approach, however, is in its level of abstraction. Using connectors as security safeguards does not allow for the specification of detail, e.g. whether the connector is a firewall, a filter or some form of security proxy. Moreover, stipulating that security functionality should be placed in connectors is equivalent to stating that security should be placed in “special components”, which provides little practical help. A case study using a simple distributed (military) coalition application demonstrates the connector-centric approach by replacing a group of components and connectors with a single secure connector, which, while useful from a conceptual point of view, does not appear to address the issue of secure design.

Overall, the approach can be conceivably extended to encompass authentication and secure communications, but it is not entirely clear how easy it would be to encompass other security properties, and how many or what extensions (if any) would be required to Secure xADL and/or necessary verification algorithms.

Regarding ease of use, Ren and Taylor's methodology is quite easy to use, but requires a security expert due to the lack of support in modeling security properties. With respect to access control, the only currently supported property, the associated verification algorithm improves usability inasmuch errors can be detected and corrected early in the development process.

The methodology is supported by the ArchStudio development environment [see Dashofy et al. 2005]).

3.3.2 Ali / El-Kassas / Mahmoud

OUTLINE:

[Ali et al. 2009] present a partial architecture-driven methodology based on threat modeling, formal architectural modeling and formal verification approaches. The methodology builds on the work of a number of other architecture-driven methodologies such as [Deng et al. 2003] (see also [Ren 2006]), [He et al. 2002] and
the threat modeling approach of [Myagmar et al. 2005]. Thus, it is representative of a range of formal architecture-driven approaches.

In Ali et al.’s approach, the ultimate aim is to construct a software architecture in which a number of security properties are embedded and verified to be correct. This is achieved by constructing a high-level architectural model, performing threat modeling to produce countermeasures, translating the countermeasures to formal models which are fitted back into the architecture and verifying the architecture using model checking. The approach applies only to the early architecture development stage, and only to SOA-based systems.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

**Design:** The methodology proceeds by first constructing a high-level architectural model of a system using Service-Oriented SAM (Software Architecture Model – [Dai and Cooper 2007]) – an ADL utilizing Petri nets and temporal logic as the underlying formalisms, tailored for web-services [Fu et al. 2006]. Petri nets in particular can be seen as modeling the information flow through the system. Threat modeling is then undertaken based on the architectural model, where the threats to vulnerable assets and access points are categorized according to STRIDE [Swiderski and Snyder 2004] with the additional extension that “architectural” mitigations (countermeasures), logical constraints and property specifications can be captured as well (using LTL – linear temporal logic – and informal descriptions). Security requirements resulting from the threat model are thus immediately mapped to particular countermeasures, which are translated to equivalent Petri net behavioural models (cf. [Deng et al. 2003]), and added to the architecture model as actual components to elaborate it further. Constraints link the new components into the architecture. Unless the actual mitigations are COTS components (modeled as “black-boxes” with just interfaces/ports), the threat modeling is re-iterated to refine their internal structure. Once the architecture with its components, connectors and constraints is completed, the architectural model is translated into an SMV (Symbolic Model Verifier) ready form. The security properties captured by the threat model (in LTL) are similarly translated to ensure that the properties hold in the presence of the corresponding threats (translated as a set of parameters influencing the model-checker). The counterexamples generated by the SMV model-checker are used to refine the architecture and the threat model iteratively.

[Ali et al. 2009] do not clarify whether the applicability of the approach to SOA-based systems extends beyond the ADL used (Service-Oriented SAM).

**DISCUSSION:**

Although Ali et al.’s approach is valid, offers justification for the introduced security properties using threat modeling and offers assurance via model-checking, the trade-off in complexity is not to the methodology’s advantage. Extensive and almost exclusive use of formal techniques renders the methodology inaccessible to all but the most well-trained development teams. Besides expertise in formal modeling methods, a great deal of security expertise is demanded to specify the necessary security properties in the first place, without any guidance. While LTL is general and expressive, it only allows for low-level, technical policies to be captured. It does not appear realistic to apply Ali et al’s methodology, and indeed any methodology with
such a heavy use of formal methods, to large-scale and complex distributed systems; however, in small, critical applications, such approaches can help to provide the necessary assurance that certain security properties hold, at least theoretically, prior to implementation.

In the context of formal verification, the applicability of the approach only to architecture development seems to be a limitation: the guarantees that certain security properties hold may be broken during detailed design, for example.

Besides the SMV model-checker, there does not appear to be any tool-support for the methodology.

Related approaches relevant to distributed systems that concentrate on building and verifying an architecture with embedded security properties include [Deng et al. 2003], [Yu et al. 2003] and [Yu et al. 2004], all of who similarly employ SAM as a basis, but without suggesting any form of adversary modeling.

3.3.3 Other Architecture-Driven Approaches

Other, smaller-scale approaches that can be classified as architectural include [Schneider 1999], who considers security architectures abstractly in the context of information flow domains. Schneider's approach is surveyed in [Sachitano et al. 2004], who points out the unrealistic assumptions entailed by information domains when constructing actual systems.

[Jensen 1998] suggests securing distributed application architectures by considering component and connector security. Although the approach seeks to "integrate security specifications into the software architecture", the (potential) solutions are described in the most general terms. Contrary to the stipulation that the approach applies to distributed applications, there is very little (if anything) specific to that setting, excepting several brief suggestions regarding access control (e.g. using domains and pseudo-users).

[Whitmore 2001] adheres to the Common Criteria (CC) and proposes a methodology in which security services are expressed as distinct subsystems, one for each class of security issues (e.g. authentication, authorization etc.). In this respect Whitmore's proposal resembles the [ISO/IEC 7498-2 1989] security architecture, transposed to meet the CC guidelines, as well as other methodologies discussed earlier which employ similar (generic) security reference architectures. It is not, however, altogether clear how Whitmore's separate security subsystems should be integrated with a system's functionality.

[Shin and Gomaa 2007] present a methodology in which the system is modeled using components and connectors, and afterwards made secure in some sense by evolving non-secure connectors to secure components and connectors "when the application requires security services". Only application level security is treated: the network and underlying operating system must be secured in some other way. Also, only a small range of well-known, standard security mechanisms are adduced when describing the process of evolution from non-secure to secure architectural constructs.

Finally, [Sachitano et al. 2004] argue that a software system can be made secure simply by good design or finding a correct architectural style that will ensure greater system security. The authors adduce qmail as an example of a secure application (cf. [Hafiz et al. 2004]), proposing that qmail has an architecture which is secure, since there have been no vulnerabilities found in the program. The design decisions taken
by the qmail developer, however, such as “don’t parse, do as little as possible” etc.,
are far too generic to be of use in particular situations or to dictate the structure or
behaviour of a software system; principles such as keeping everything simple are not
sufficient in guiding the system architect to create a more secure system, and do not
constitute a universal approach.

3.4 Pattern-Driven Methodologies

The concept of a pattern in design and architecture began with the work of the
architect Christopher Alexander in “The Timeless Way of Building” [Alexander
1979] and related works. Alexander conceived patterns as solutions that can be
applied again and again in different contexts in a generative fashion. The idea was
taken into the world of computer science by [Beck and Cunningham 1987], but
reached its mass popularization in the book by [Gamma et al. 1995], in the form of
design patterns. Software patterns have proved to be extremely useful in software
engineering because they help organize expert knowledge into a standardized format;
they directly support re-use; and they provide a domain-specific vocabulary, helping
to improve communication in project teams [Buschmann et al. 1996, Erl 2009,
Schmidt 1995, Taylor et al. 2010].

Pattern-driven security methodologies are distinguished by their aim to use
patterns in a significant way for the introduction of security properties throughout the
various stages of the SDLC. Over time, diverse interpretations of the pattern concept
have emerged, leading to several distinct classes of patterns and, accordingly, of
security methodologies using those patterns. For our purposes, we broadly distinguish
between only two classes of patterns (and hence methodologies): (1) template-like
patterns, appearing as software components and/or architectures (treated as patterns);
and (2) security patterns.

Security patterns [Yoder and Barcalow 1997, Schumacher et al. 2006, Fernandez
2009, Uzunov et al. 2012] are full inheritors of the software pattern concept. Like
software patterns in general, security patterns capture successful secure designs in a
generic form that can be applied or instantiated to produce solutions with well-defined
properties. They build on the success of design patterns and software patterns more
generally, encapsulating the experience and expertise of security professionals
[Schumacher 2003, Steel et al. 2005] in a form accessible to the security non-expert
[Fernandez and Larrondo-Petrie 2006], including guidance for application, trade-offs,
implementation hints etc. Security pattern instantiation implies highly flexible
customization of a solution strategy, often (though not always) accompanied by
representative architectural models. We review methodologies based on security
patterns in [Section 3.4.2].

In contrast to security patterns, template-like patterns, in the form of
parameterized model templates or interface specifications for security components or
whole security architectures, are re-usable software elements that can be instantiated
by replacing parameters in a fixed fashion akin to languages type-instantiation.
Template-like patterns can be thought of as specific instances of the representative
architectural models appearing as part of some security patterns. We review
methodologies based on components and/or architectures used as patterns in [Section
3.4.1].
3.4.1 Methodologies Using Security Components and/or Architectures as Patterns

3.4.1.1 Rosado / Fernández-Medina / Lopez (PSecGCM / SecMobGrid)

OUTLINE:

PSecGCM ([Rosado et al. 2008] – also referred to as SecMobGrid in [Rosado et al. 2011b]), is a comprehensive methodology for Mobile Grid systems attempting to support all the stages of the SDLC, including system inception and requirements, analysis [Rosado et al. 2009a, Rosado et al. 2009b, Rosado et al. 2010a, Rosado et al. 2010b], design [Rosado et al. 2011a, Rosado et al. 2011b] and implementation. Every stage defines certain activities tailored to grid systems, taking into account mobility requirements, to output tangible software engineering artifacts. The latter include all the standard documents such as project scope and technology specifications for the planning stage, requirements specifications, architecture descriptions etc. Two of the main features of the PSecGCM methodology are requirements traceability and software re-use, realized in the form of a repository of re-usable artefacts including use cases and models. The latter are introduced to reduce development time and effort as well as to ensure that tried-and-tested solutions (in the spirit of software patterns) are being utilized. Individual tasks or activities in each phase are iterated with continual improvement and verification before proceeding to the next phase of the SDLC. Overall, the methodology aims to construct an “engineering process that defines the steps to follow so that starting from the necessities […] we can construct a secure grid system”. The three cornerstones of the approach are a specialized UML profile allowing security fine-grained use-case modeling at the analysis stage, an abstract security reference architecture used in the design stage, and a large repository of re-usable artefacts. Below we outline how each of these are used.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Requirements Analysis: The introduction of security in PSecGCM begins in the analysis stage [Rosado et al. 2010a], where the analysis model is created using a custom UML profile called GSecUC-profile discussed in detail in [Rosado et al. 2009a, Rosado et al. 2009b, Rosado et al. 2010b]. One of the most important features of the profile is that it allows the modeling of security by providing semantics for graphically representing misactors, attacks and security countermeasures. Modeling elements can be tagged for greater detail, for example, by specifying kinds of attacks, assets involved etc. Use cases and models from previous iterations of the activity or the whole process can be taken from and recycled into the re-usable artefacts inventory to promote re-use. In terms of the analysis activity, a number of tasks are specified which, with respect to security, consist of functional modeling with UML using a standard software process (RUP, OPEN etc.), identifying assets, considering threats and attacks to the assets and performing risk analysis. A number of security use cases, divided into general and grid-related, are the result of the latter task. The final analysis model consisting of an extended collection of UML diagrams with use cases, misuse cases and security use cases is carried over into the design phase.
Design: In [Rosado et al. 2011a] the authors present a “reference security architecture” for mobile grid systems with the idea of creating a service-oriented security infrastructure akin to SeAAS ([Hafner et al. 2009] - discussed previously in [Section 3.2.1.2]) to be used in the design phase [Rosado et al. 2011b]. Unlike SeAAS, the security reference architecture referred to here has an auxiliary methodological function, aiding the designer to relate security requirements to particular services. In essence, the reference architecture is a large architectural (template-like) pattern; its actual realization is dependent on the system architects. Rosado et al.’s reference architecture is thus somewhat similar in conception to the [ISO/IEC 7498-2 1989] Security Architecture or Cole’s ECMA/TG9 security model [Cole 1990]. In terms of structure, the security reference architecture is divided into five layers with (approximately) each layer using the services of the layer below. Basic security services form the lowest layer (confidentiality, authorization etc.) while delegation, anonymity, trust and identity management and auditing services reside in the higher layers. The relationships between each of the services are considered in detail by Rosado and colleagues, as well as the interfaces of each individual service, determining its abstract operations. A very similar idea is proposed (but not realized) by [Naqvi and Riguidel 2004], who suggest a virtualized, pluggable security architecture for grid systems while also discussing mobility aspects. Although Naqvi and Riguidel’s security architecture is more concrete, it is also less comprehensive in scope.

Rosado et al.’s reference security architecture is used in a central way during the design stage of the PSecGCM methodology, described fully in [Rosado et al. 2011b]. The design stage is separated into two parts: the construction of a software architecture and the construction of a security architecture, both of which must be integrated in some way and then documented according to IEEE 1471-2000. To create the security architecture, Rosado and colleagues mine and aggregate general security requirements for mobile grid systems from the open literature to form a tableau of requirements against which to consider countermeasures. Particular security use cases from the analysis phase are mapped to the set of requirements, which are then mapped, according to a predefined rule-set, to the security services of the security reference architecture in [Rosado et al. 2011a]. Only a subset of the reference architecture needs to be used for a given (general) security requirement, determined by the interrelations of the security services. For example, an “identify user” security use case can be mapped to the general requirement Authentication, which is mapped to the Authentication Service in the security reference architecture; however, the Authentication Service is related to services for identity management, confidentiality etc., thus combining a whole set of services to form the security architecture. The latter mapping process greatly helps with requirements traceability. Furthermore, mapping use cases to requirements to security services provides clear justification for the necessity of security mechanisms, and, if the reference architecture is considered as an abstract schema, the approach presents a basis for refinement to more concrete security solutions. The final security architecture is the largest interrelated subset of the security reference architecture obtained from the mapping of all possible security use cases via (general) security requirements to security services. As in previous activities of PSecGCM, the activity can be iterated for quality improvement.
Unlike some of the other approaches surveyed so far, the PSecGCM methodology advocates good software engineering practices as a means to achieving higher quality software with less design flaws, which in turn implies improved software security. This is very much in accordance with the principles of secure software engineering [Mouratidis and Giorgini 2006]. Moreover, PSecGCM sees security required throughout the whole SDLC, not just a particular stage (as in, for example, Basin et al.’s Model-Driven Security), with use cases, generic security requirements and risk analysis helping to determine why and when a particular security solution is needed. Like other approaches though, the PSecGCM methodology has certain drawbacks and limitations.

One drawback of using abstract security architectures like Rosado et al.’s reference architecture lies in the fact that such architectures capture only general properties applicable to a broad class of systems. Rosado et al.’s reference architecture details interfaces and provides high-level requirements of the functionality of each security service as well as service interrelations, but does not consider actual service realization or internal design. According to [Rosado 2011b], “once we have defined the security architecture from the reference security architecture [by instantiating the relevant sub-architecture] […] it is necessary to design the final security architecture with UML diagrams, relationships between elements, protocols [etc.]”, which is where PSecGCM stops short of offering support. Another, related drawback of using the security reference architecture pertains to integration: it is not altogether clear in what way “[the resulting security] architecture must be integrated with the software architecture to obtain a security software architecture with all the security aspects required by the users and the system” [Rosado et al. 2011a] in a systematic fashion. Understandably, security separation can be useful insofar that domain experts can concentrate on domain functionality rather than security aspects; however, the converse of this is also true: security designs dissociated from functional models or, as in PSecGCM, whole security architectures requiring some form integration with system functionality may, if not handled carefully, lead to design clashes and/or the traditional post-hoc introduction of security. It should be noted that such integration problems are symptomatic of using abstract security architectures generally, not just in PSecGCM.

In spite of these drawbacks, the reference security architecture is certainly a valuable tool in helping to build a global security architecture more efficiently, and the authors affirm its usefulness in their design case study (part of the GREDIA EU project – see [Rosado et al. 2011b]).

In [Rosado et al. 2011b] the authors suggest using MDS principles akin to [Basin et al. 2006] (see [Section 3.2.1.1]) to automate some aspects of the process, in particular transformation between different models, which may progress into a step towards automated integration.

PSecGCM is supported by SMGridTool, a custom CASE tool for building use case diagrams and managing the re-usable artefact repository during the analysis stage. Future work hinted in [Rosado et al. 2011b] may evolve the tool to encompass aspects of the design stage also (such as the security requirement mappings). The use of tool-support (essential due to the high number of development artefacts), clear traceability, re-usability features and standard development process features
(including the use of UML as a modeling language) makes the methodology easy to apply.

3.4.1.2 Schmidt / Hatebur / Heisel (SEPP)

OUTLINE:

Security Engineering Process with Patterns (SEPP) [Hatebur et al. 2007a, Hatebur et al. 2007b, Hatebur et al. 2008, Schmidt 2010a, Schmidt 2010b, Schmidt et al. 2011] is a comprehensive, pattern-driven methodology applicable to the early stages of the SDLC, with a strong security requirements engineering focus. The approach is based on a partitioning and detailed analysis of the problem domain and the environment of a software system using abstract and concrete security problem frames and the elaboration of a corresponding security architecture via the composition of pre-defined sets of components, where both the security problem frames and corresponding components are treated as patterns.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Requirements analysis: In SEPP, the process of introducing security begins after a set of initial security requirements are defined [Hatebur et al. 2008] both prescriptively and arising from some form of adversary modeling. These requirements are matched with a set of Security Problem Frames (SPFs), which are based on Jackson's problem frames [see Côté et al. 2008]) and treated as patterns. Problem frames are a technique to capture and analyze a system or software unit's problem domain in detail. The software system or system unit itself (called the “machine”) is placed in its environment, consisting of various physical and logical entities (domains) including users (biddable domains), data objects (lexical domains) and real-life entities (causal domains). SPFs in particular help to analyze a system's malicious and benign environments and capture the associated security requirements apart from any solution details. Concretized Security Problem Frames (CSPFs) on the other hand, make concrete, as the name implies, a particular SPF by embodying a particular security solution strategy, but without implementation details. By instantiating SPFs and CSPFs, a system's problem domain is effectively partitioned into a number of sub-problems and associated solutions. SPF and CSPF instantiation implies placing the software system or unit in a concrete context, whereby the problem-frame domains are mapped to context-specific domains. With respect to the development life-cycle, SPFs and CSPFs can be seen, respectively, as requirement and analysis stage artefacts.

SPFs and corresponding CSPFs in SEPP are organized as a pattern system by [Hatebur et al. 2007a, Hatebur et al. 2007b], in which relations such as “conflicts”, “complements” and others are defined. The pattern system can be represented as a 2-dimensional matrix or table [Hatebur et al. 2008] to aid the selection of relevant SPFs and CSPFs. A detailed solution selection stage via instantiating CSPFs is one of the salient features of the approach and also one of its strong points. After the initial security requirements have been analyzed and the relevant SPFs have been instantiated, corresponding CSPFs are chosen according to the columns of Hatebur et al.'s matrix in [Hatebur et al. 2008]. Related, required or alternative CSPFs are also selected and instantiated according to the chosen SPFs (matrix columns) and corresponding CSPFs (matrix rows) to cover new and existing requirements in an
iterative fashion. After each CSPF has been considered, a threat and risk assessment is undertaken \cite{Schmidt2010b} to ensure that the CSPF's security solution cannot be bypassed or broken easily, and does not introduce any new vulnerabilities. Risk levels are considered according to assumptions about a system's environment, and, in the event of a weak solution for which the risk level is not tolerable, additional SPFs and CSPFs are instantiated. CSPFs and SPFs are thus iteratively and incrementally instantiated and assessed until all security requirements, both initial and those pertaining to the introduction of new solutions, are covered, thereby ensuring a good level of system protection.

The range of security solutions embodied in CSPFs focuses on confidentiality and integrity concerns and is relatively broad, covering communication and data security, as well as key distribution, security management and others. Extending this range, while requiring expertise, does not appear to be a difficult task, and would consist in fitting new CSPFs into the problem-frame pattern system \cite{Hatebur2007b, Hatebur2008} and evaluating conflicts, related patterns etc. for each existing SPF and CSPF.

As a next step, security requirements (and most notably confidentiality requirements) can be specified formally using CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) \cite{Schmidt2010a, Schmidt2011} for details). In particular, the CSP specifications can be used to show that the instantiated CSPFs are step-wise refinements of the corresponding SPFs. Although formal specification is an important feature of SEPP, we also consider it to be an optional feature, and do not describe it here.

**Design:** Once all CSPFs have been selected, indicating the end of the analysis stage, a system's security architecture can be elaborated. Security architectures in SEPP are comprised of a number of Generic Security Components (GSCs) and associated helper components termed Generic Non-security Components (GNCs), both of which are (simple) abstract components treated as patterns. GSCs include components for encryption, password input, hashing, access control and random number generation; GNCs are general purpose and include user interface, storage and communication manager components. The GSCs and GNCs can be composed in various combinations – somewhat like “LEGO blocks” – to form Generic Security Architectures (GSAs), which are treated as larger-grained architectural (template-like) patterns, to satisfy the solution requirements embodied in particular CSPFs, and, from the point of view of problem frames, structure the CSPFs' machine domains. Each GSA also contains a manager (application) component, which acts as a facade to the interfaces of all the constituent GSCs and GNCs. \cite{Schmidt2010a} has defined a set of standard GSAs, each one corresponding to exactly one CSPF \cite{Schmidt2010a}, Ch. 14 for details). GSCs, GNCs and GSAs are all modeled using UML 2.0 composite structure and sequence diagrams.

During architecture development, individual GSAs as well as additional GSCs and GNCs are instantiated and composed to form a global security architecture. The approach is analogous to Hatebur and Heisel's problem-driven approach to constructing software architectures \cite{Hatebur2009}, in which a problem domain is recursively partitioned into problem frames and the solution to the individual sub-problems are composed and mapped to particular (pre-defined)
architectural structures. In SEPP, dependencies between GSAs are analyzed according to the corresponding CSPFs and identical components across different GSAs are merged where possible (e.g. manager components). Wrapper components are used to resolve interface conflicts. The resulting global security architecture represents a complete solution set to the solution requirements in all relevant CSPFs.

In many ways SEPP's global security architectures are flexible and customized versions of Rosado et al.'s security reference architecture ([Rosado et al. 2011a], see [Section 3.4.1.1] above), sharing the similar drawback in requiring some sort of integration with a system's functional architecture. In contrast, SEPP requires careful composition of individual GSAs, which may not always be easy to achieve, and may give rise to emergent properties – something likely to be addressed in future work (cf. [Schmidt and Jürjens 2011a, Schmidt and Jürjens 2011b]).

Detailed design: In recent work, [Schmidt and Jürjens 2011b] extend SEPP to employ UMLsec via the UMLsec4UML2 profile (see [Section 3.1.1]) in the specification of GSAs. Individual UML model elements of the GSAs are annotated using UMLsec's stereotypes, tags and constraints such that they embody the security requirements contained in the CSPFs. This allows UMLsec's advanced tool-support (static checks, automated theorem provers etc.) to be utilized for verification, and is a logical extension of SEPP to the detailed design stage.

The view advanced by [Schmidt 2010a, Schmidt 2010b] as well as [Hatebur et al. 2008] that standard security patterns [Schumacher et al. 2006] are mainly used during detailed design (and, as a consequence, may be used after the stages covered by SEPP) is erroneous, since security patterns can be applied during both the analysis and architecture-development stages of the SDLC (cf. [Section 3.4.2.1]). Rather, security patterns are alternatives to CSPFs and GSAs, or, from another point of view, CSPFs and GSAs can be thought of as direct analogs of abstract and concrete security patterns respectively (cf. [Fernandez et al. 2008]).

DISCUSSION: Overall, SEPP is a thorough security methodology with a strong focus on the problem domain and a detailed approach to selecting appropriate security solutions. The use of problem-frames and components as patterns promotes a flexible approach to introducing security, and helps to consider security properties within a system's unique context.

Although there is a good deal of formality associated with SEPP's SPF's and CSPFs, they are not difficult to apply. If the formal specification stage of SEPP is skipped, the approach becomes quite easy to use due to the clear SPF/CSPF selection strategy and the straightforward “LEGO block” approach to constructing security architectures via GSAs. Nevertheless, some security expertise is required since GSCs, GSAs etc. are abstract components and architectures without packaged guidance or trade-offs. Furthermore, familiarity and experience with problem frames is necessary to fully understand and appreciate SPF and CSPF descriptions. If the CSP formal specification stage is included, then the level of required expertise, as well as the complexity of application, is increased considerably and the methodology becomes cumbersome to use.
With respect to the development life-cycle, SEPP is quite a problem-domain heavy approach, i.e. the problem domain determines everything in the solution domain in a “surjective” fashion. Analysis models (contained in SPFs and CSPFs) are not used to guide the development process to a solution, but to enforce a set of possible solutions. Thus, solution-space considerations, such as constructing an optimal software architecture, the interplay between the software and security architecture of an application, are not considered.

Regarding the nature of the approach, problem frames are not as popular as, for example, use cases, which has a bearing on the adoption of SEPP in real-life projects. [Hatebur and Heisel 2010] have created a UML profile allowing for SPFs/CSPFs to be modeled with UML, which offers an improvement over using problem-frame specific diagrams, and may be a beneficial future improvement to SEPP.

The methodology is supported by CSPFTool, an Eclipse plugin for Linux that allows the creation and verification of SPFs and CSPFs. An Eclipse plugin is also available for the UMLsec extension of SEPP.

3.4.1.3 SERENITY

OUTLINE:

The SERENITY project [Mañà et al. 2006, Spanoudakis et al 2009] is an effort to address the security and dependability (henceforth S&D) issues peculiar to Ambient Intelligence (AmI) environments. AmI environments can be characterized by possessing a high degree of dynamism, heterogeneity and, above all, distribution. Somewhat like SECTET ([Hafner and Breu 2009], [Section 3.2.1.2]), SERENITY is a methodology consisting of a software development and run-time framework with an accompanying development process.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

One of the major goals of SERENITY is to provide adaptable security via application run-time support and variable componentized security solutions. To realize this goal, the approach employs a formalized extension of security patterns embodied in S&D solutions [Gallego-Nicasio et al. 2009, Mañà et al. 2006, Mañà and Pujol 2008, Serrano et al. 2008, Serrano et al. 2009a, Serrano et al. 2009b], which are the vehicle for security mechanisms. S&D solutions lie at the center of the SERENITY approach. The SERENITY framework supports a hierarchy of S&D solutions at several layers of abstraction:

1. S&D Classes, at the highest level, which guarantee particular semantics and a common interface, and abstract the S&D properties provided by a collection of S&D patterns.
2. S&D Patterns are concrete, individual specifications of solutions with precise formal semantics having multiple possible implementations. These implementations are represented as:
3. S&D Implementations, which are specifications of run-time solutions, realized as:
4. Executable Components, in the SERENITY run-time environment (described below).

The solution hierarchy is thus composed top-down, i.e. from abstract solution classes to concrete solution specifications to implementation-dependent specifications and
finally to actual components. SERENITY’s S&D patterns are fundamentally implementation-oriented. According to [Sánchez-Cid et al. 2009], “S&D Solutions are well-defined mechanisms […] that provide one or more S&D properties”, while “S&D patterns are semantic descriptions of S&D solutions” containing the necessary information for the “selection, instantiation and adaptation, and dynamic application” of S&D solutions during run-time.

S&D Classes and Patterns must be rigorously specified by a security expert using an XML template. Patterns and associated implementations in particular can be formally certified, and are envisaged as “off-the-shelf” re-usable building blocks. Pattern specification include at least: (1) a well defined interface, along with Adapters bridging the interface to that of any associated S&D classes; (2) pre-conditions for applying the solution; (3) S&D properties provided; (4) some form of certification; and (5) a set of monitoring rules. The resulting artefacts are stored in a library for use during development and also at run-time. Some examples of S&D Patterns and Classes can be seen in [Dolinar et al. 2008] and [Sánchez-Cid et al. 2009].

The SERENITY framework itself is split into two parts: a development framework (SDF) and a run-time framework (SRF). The development framework provisions selection of S&D solutions by developers and also provides tools to develop new S&D solutions. The run-time framework deals with the monitoring of security solutions, their instantiation as executable components and their adaptation as the need arises. Monitoring and execution support help to realize the goal of providing adaptable security at run-time, allowing different security solutions (as executable components) to be swapped dynamically.


At the beginning of the process S&D experts must determine any new solutions to be used and codify them as S&D Classes or Patterns; the latter are then coded by S&D developers as Executable Components, and fitted into the framework by writing corresponding S&D Implementation specifications.

Requirements: During the early development stages, application developers must identify the necessary S&D properties from the target application’s security goals. A custom language [Serrano et al. 2009a] providing simple constructs for expressing, amongst other features, (canonical) S&D properties and contexts is used to specify the S&D requirements, which are later used as semantic queries in the SDF to determine a set of conforming S&D solutions that can be selected.

Analysis and Design: A UML profile is used for notating required S&D properties on classes during analysis and representing relevant S&D solutions (as single classes) during design. The requirements-as-queries from the earlier stages are used in conjunction with the SDF to determine the set of all available S&D solutions for selection, thereby establishing a conceptual mapping from S&D requirements expressed as required S&D properties to S&D solutions providing those properties. This mapping is realized by the selection of an appropriate solution at some level of abstraction (i.e. Class, Pattern or Implementation). The higher the level, the more
choice is left for the SRF algorithms to make the decision as to what security solution is best during run-time. If an appropriate solution is not found in the S&D solution catalog, a new S&D Class, Pattern or Implementation must be made by the S&D experts and developers.

**Implementation:** For the approach to work, all applications must be made SERENITY-aware, i.e. they must use the underlying interfaces and functions defined by the S&D classes and patterns, making security largely programmatic. A Java API exists for this purpose, which provides handlers to applications to make calls on the Executable Components instantiated in the SRF instead of communicating with them directly.

**Deployment:** One of the benefits of using SERENITY is that the SRF provides automated monitoring capabilities for the security solutions during run-time. When the conditions or environment of the system change, the monitoring rules contained in the S&D solutions can potentially be triggered, leading to a replacement of the solutions with a different one (e.g. a stronger cryptographic algorithm). While not a methodological feature as such, monitoring has implications on how S&D patterns are specified and is connected with the overall aims of SERENITY, making it an essential feature of the approach.

**DISCUSSION:**

Like SECTET and, to a lesser extent, PMF/OpenPMF [Lang and Schreiner 2003], SERENITY is only concerned with application-level software. Essentially, applications run on top of the SRF, which acts as a middleware layer providing adaptable security. The idea of having executable components encapsulating security services is similar to Rosado et al.’s reference security architecture [Rosado et al. 2011a] and SeAAS [Hafner et al. 2009] and hence in some degree to the ISO/IEC 7498-2 Security Architecture model of security services in open distributed systems. In a sense, this idea is taken to its logical conclusion in SERENITY, where all security solutions ultimately reduce to pre-coded security components. However, the scope and scenario coverage of solutions is variable and hence the number of (equivalents of) security services in SERENITY are potentially unlimited.

Comparing S&D Patterns in SERENITY to security patterns in SECTET reveals a number of similarities; for example, both are used as intermediate representations of implemented security mechanisms in an underlying platform or framework and therefore cannot capture software design decisions. An S&D pattern does not “describe the internal functioning of [a security] solution, but its semantics (i.e. properties provided, limitations etc.)” [Sánchez-Cid et al. 2009] in a formal fashion. The same could be said of S&D Implementations, which likewise capture additional platform-dependent information about the corresponding Executable Component.

Although S&D solutions can capture an extremely wide variety of security mechanisms, the SERENITY approach suffers from the drawback of relying exclusively on its own security framework. Interoperability between the SRF and other middleware is not fully addressed, reflecting the specialization of SERENITY to Aml systems.
If SEPP ([Section 3.4.1.2] above) was portrayed as being requirements-heavy, then it could be said of SERENITY that it is, in the same measure, implementation-heavy. SERENITY patterns are simply encapsulations of descriptions of run-time security components. While there is support for modeling security architectures via the provided UML profiles, the activity of creating secure designs is a secondary concern. All analysis and design activities ultimately tend towards the selection of appropriate solutions, which developers are required to manage purely programmatically during implementation. The S&D artefacts themselves (classes, patterns etc.) are re-usable only within the scope of SERENITY, and in particular its run-time constituent (the SRF).

Nevertheless, the SERENITY approach advances much farther than most other major security methodologies outlined previously in catering for the needs of security non-experts, predominantly by allowing the prescription of security solutions at the design stage at varying levels of abstraction, according to expertise; the SRF is then left to decide (at run-time) the best implementation for a particular solution. This makes the approach easy to use.

SERENITY is supported by a tool-suite for the development and selection of S&D solutions, including a pattern management tool to aid security experts in creating new S&D solutions and an Eclipse-plugin for solution searching during development.

3.4.2 Methodologies Using Security Patterns
3.4.2.1 Eduardo B. Fernandez and colleagues

OUTLINE:

[Fernandez 2004] and later [Fernandez et al. 2005, Fernandez et al. 2006a, Fernandez et al. 2006b, Fernandez et al. 2011] present a comprehensive methodology using security patterns throughout the early stages of the SDLC within the object-oriented paradigm. The introduction of security properties proceeds in two complementary dimensions: along the system's development life-cycle, closely following the stages of object-oriented analysis and design [Fernandez et al. 2006a, Fernandez and Mujica 2010]; and across a set of functional and non-functional hierarchical layers of abstraction, representing an extended software stack, superimposed on a system's software architecture [Fernandez and France 1995, Fernandez and Nair 1998, Fernandez 1999, Fernandez 2003]. Security constraints are defined in accord with this approach both at the earliest stages of the SDLC and at the highest layers of abstraction – a dedicated security layer in [Fernandez and France 1995] or a meta-layer in [Fernandez 2003] where the conceptual model resides, as well as the application layer [Fernandez 2004] – and propagated horizontally and vertically respectively. Security patterns can be fitted into the various (lower) layers and across stages in increasingly more specialized variants [Fernandez et al. 2008] to enforce the high-level constraints (requirements).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Requirements: In Fernandez et al.’s approach, consideration of security starts from the requirements stage with an analysis of use cases, individually or in sequence (workflows). The purpose of this analysis is twofold: firstly, to determine a set of
possible threats and thereby derive a set of security requirements for later stages of the methodology [Braz et al. 2008, Fernandez et al. 2006b]; and secondly, to determine a set of minimal authorization rights for each subject (or role) [Fernandez and Hawkins 1997].

For the determination of subject (or role) rights, use cases are extended via stereotypes to allow the explicit specification of security authorizations for each action by a given actor. “The union of the set of authorization rights across all use cases for every actor defines the complete set of authorization rights for the system” [Fernandez and Hawkins 1997]. Since only valid actions are authorized based on all possible (external) system uses, the resulting set of rights is minimally sufficient in accordance with the need-to-know principle. This approach, therefore, determines rights based on what subjects are allowed to do, not on what they are not allowed to do. The authorization rights determine the first set of security constraints for an application or system.

For determining threats and their corresponding security requirements, [Fernandez et al. 2006b] and [Braz et al. 2008] provide a systematic approach to threat modeling. First of all, threats are enumerated by analyzing each action within a single use case or a sequence of such use cases (per existing actor) and determining how that activity can be subverted, as well as adding external actors such as intruders or hackers and analyzing their specific actions. Each threat is related to one of the affected standard security requirement classes, namely, confidentiality, integrity, availability or accountability, and their related sub-classes [see Braz et al. 2008 for more details], as well as whether the actor initiating the given action is an authorized insider, unauthorized insider or outsider. The resulting threat model is expressed in the form of extended, composite UML activity diagrams. The actual determination of threats is based on experience and domain knowledge, as is the usual case, although threat patterns, which re-use this experience, are also proposed in [Fernandez et al. 2006b]. Performing risk analysis is also part of the process, although specific analysis techniques are not considered. The use cases, threat model, security requirements and initial security constraints are the main results of the requirements stage of the methodology.

Analysis: During the analysis stage, analysis patterns [Blaimer et al. 2010] and in particular Semantic Analysis Patterns (SAP – [Fernandez and Yuan 2000, Fernandez and Yuan 2007]) are used in addition to standard object-oriented modeling practices to create a conceptual (domain or business concept) model efficiently. The use case analysis results from before are carried over to determine a set of abstract security patterns [Fernandez and Mujica 2010, Fernandez et al. 2008] that collectively embody a subset of the security requirements from before and also constitute a set of application-level constraints. From the point of view of [Braz et al. 2008], the abstract patterns can be seen as the mitigating policies corresponding to some or all of the security requirements. These include at least an overall access control model, which is realized by repeated instantiations of the desired (abstract) access control pattern defined by [Fernandez and Pan 2001], thereby realizing the authorization rights per subject (or role) determined from before. The final conceptual model represents a security-enhanced model of the system's main requirements, and is used to guide the rest of the development.
**Design:** During the design stage, the conceptual model from analysis is used to construct a corresponding software design (i.e. software architecture). This initiates a re-newed consideration of security attacks, since the threat model from before must now be considered with respect to the elaborated architecture, and, moreover, there is scope for new attacks at each layer of the (extended) software stack – i.e. the overall or superimposed hierarchical architecture. This is performed with the aid of misuse patterns [Fernandez et al. 2009], which describe in detail how an attack is performed (including what software components are required) from the attacker's perspective, which patterns can mitigate the attack, and how the attack can be traced once it occurs. Misuse patterns aggregate a sequence of attack patterns [Hoglund and McGraw 2004] that represent the steps or certain aspects of the whole attack. Misuse patterns can be cataloged according to their context, and, once instantiated, represent a specific attack with respect to a particular system's architecture at some level of abstraction. Using misuse patterns has a number of advantages in contrast to ad-hoc approaches, including guidance for the non-expert in considering possible attacks and easier identification of corresponding design-level countermeasures. This approach is combined with the previous security requirements and, following [Braz et al. 2008], the total set of unsatisfied or partially satisfied security requirements are mapped to appropriate groups of security patterns to secure each software layer. This ensures traceability from requirements to design, and aids in restricting the selection of patterns according to attacks and the previous security constraints.

At this stage, the abstract patterns in the conceptual model are also specialized into more concrete security patterns and, along with all other security patterns introduced during design, are propagated down the different software layers, thus giving rise to a set of concrete countermeasures that are required to collectively participate in enforcing the initial security constraints [Fernandez 2003]. To achieve this, the concrete or specialized security patterns – representing security mechanisms at varying layers of abstraction – must be mapped through [Fernandez et al. 2006a] or coordinated between [Fernandez 1999] their respective layers. In [Fernandez 1999] this coordination consists in creating object models of each mechanism at each layer and formally defining the relationships (i.e. mappings of model elements), with Z and OCL being proposed as suitable languages for the purpose. Given that in the latest approach patterns represent the solutions at each layer, it does not seem strictly necessary to create object models, but simply to relate the security patterns to each other, which in turn implies at least the mapping of different security policies or rules across different mechanisms in each layer. It is beyond doubt that this is a difficult task, especially in the context of solutions crossing administrative boundaries, and a fully structured approach appears to be an open problem (cf. [Fernandez et al. 2005]). Since the patterns are instantiated in the system's design and elaborated along with the rest of the system, integration problems are avoided.

As a central example of satisfying access control constraints, and one that can be considered as an essential part of the approach, [Fernandez and Hawkins 1997] and later in a more finalized form [Fernandez et al. 2006a] suggest the (possibly) multiple instantiation of the Model-View Controller pattern [Buschmann et al. 1996] across the architecture, allowing for the division of objects into Model and View classes and the subsequent restriction of all external interactions (such as user access) to View objects (i.e. user interfaces). This can also be seen as a simultaneous instantiation of the
Single Access Point (SAP) pattern [Yoder and Barcalow 1997], which likewise restricts external system accesses to a single point. In this scheme, the authorizations specified in the conceptual model are enforced at the View objects playing the role of policy enforcement points [Gollmann 2011] and mapped down the software stack, being reflected conceptually in database table privileges, filesystem rights etc. The practical application of this appears to require manual administration.

Distribution is considered as a special layer of the hierarchical architecture and is thus secured, like other layers, using patterns. Distributed concerns are therefore addressed during the design stage, whenever the conceptual model is mapped onto a pattern-based distributed architecture. [Fernandez and Larrondo-Petrie 2007] discuss this approach in the context of component middleware and propose secure variants of a number of standard distribution patterns (such as the Broker pattern in [Buschmann et al. 1996] – see [Fernandez and Uzunov 2012] and [Uzunov et al. 2012]). In [Fernandez et al. 2007b] an initial attempt is made to extend and tailor the methodology to SOA-based systems.

Implementation: During implementation, the necessary countermeasures as patterns are realized as software units or COTS components. Security can be tested at every stage by checking for the absence or presence of definite security patterns, alignment with security requirements, whether certain attacks are mitigated, etc. The most significant security verification activity employs test cases generated (manually) during or from the requirements stage, to test, during the design and implementation stages, whether the designed and implemented countermeasures can withstand the subverted uses and misuses of the system.

DISCUSSION:

In comparison to other approaches, Fernandez et al.'s methodology is the only one to consider security in a holistic manner – i.e. the need to secure a system or application and all its related functionality in the underlying layers of the software stack. This is, however, a difficult and expensive task, and would require automation of certain aspects, such as determining lower-level policy rules, to make the approach practical for large-scale systems, especially those using black-box legacy sub-systems. On the other hand, coordinating security solutions throughout the whole stack as proposed by Fernandez and colleagues is the only way to ensure global system protection.

Close alignment to the object-oriented development paradigm has advantages – in that object-orientated analysis and design and UML are widely used and readily comprehensible – and disadvantages – in that the methodology may not be applicable in conjunction with other paradigms. The advantages in particular greatly aid to increase the acceptance of the methodology, while using patterns and guidance throughout helps to make the methodology easier to use. Future work in [Fernandez and Mujica 2010] and [Fernandez et al. 2011] indicates that the methodology is moving away from strict adherence to the object-orientated paradigm and heading towards an MDE paradigm.

The methodology relies on coherent catalogs of security patterns, which can cover a range of security concerns. Such catalogs exist in the form of books [Fernandez 2013, Schumacher et al. 2006, Steel et al. 2005], surveys [Uzunov et al. 2012].
2012, Yskout et al. 2006] and technical reports [Blakley and Heath 2004, Dougherty et al. 2009], as well as in individual papers, covering access control models, remote authentication, filtering, XML encryption and others. However, as yet there is no single repository. The same remarks apply to analysis patterns and their secured versions (cf. [Fernandez and Yuan 2007]). The main drawback of the approach in this respect is that there is a lack of tool-support for pattern selection, implying that developers must choose patterns manually by navigating through the (text based) pattern catalogs. Although this is offset by the guidance provided in classification schemes, e.g. [Hafiz et al. 2007, VanHilst et al. 2009] and [Washizaki et al. 2009], simple tool-support would certainly be a beneficial feature, and is a planned addition to future developments of the methodology (cf. [Fernandez and Mujica 2010, Fernandez et al. 2011]).

3.4.2.2 Gutiérrez / Fernández-Medina / Piattini (PWSSec)

OUTLINE:

In a similar vein to PSecGCM ([see Section 3.4.1.1]), [Gutiérrez et al. 2005a, Gutiérrez et al. 2005b, Gutiérrez et al. 2006, Gutiérrez et al. 2009] present PWSSec – a comprehensive pattern-driven methodology for web-services (henceforth WS). The similarity in the approaches is understandable, since both methodologies were developed in the same research group (Alarcos, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha). Like PSecGCM, PWSSec defines a rigorous and detailed software engineering process based on an incremental, iterative life-cycle model; PWSSec also uses a repository of re-usable artefacts, which helps to make the methodology scalable across different projects. Despite the similarities between PSecGCM and PWSSec, there are also a number of important differences. Firstly, PWSSec is exclusively tailored for web-services, and is not applicable to any other type of system, distributed or otherwise [Gutiérrez et al. 2009]. This makes the methodology very specific indeed, even though the overall approach has a number of interesting features applicable in wider settings. Secondly, PWSSec, uses a finer-grained approach, especially during requirements analysis, to determine security requirements, risks etc. Finally, PWSSec employs security patterns, making it more flexible and somewhat more approachable to non-experts.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

In PWSSec there are three main stages: WSSecReq (WS security requirements – Gutiérrez et al. 2005a, Gutiérrez et al. 2009)), WSSecArch (WS security architecture – Gutiérrez 2005b, Gutiérrez et al. 2006)) and WSSecTech (WS security technologies/standards – Rosado et al. 2006)), which roughly correspond to requirements analysis, design (or architecture development) and detailed design respectively.

Requirements analysis: The ultimate aim of the requirements analysis stage is to define the WS application's security requirements. Activities in this stage for the most part follow the standard course: determining assets, then threats on those assets to form a threat model, refinement of the threat model by considering attacks, analyzing risks for each attack and finally defining the security requirements. The threat model is based on attack trees [Schneier 1999], which are a very detailed approach to
enumerating threats. Each tree leaf is elaborated by considering attacks using misuse cases [Alexander 2003], which are subsequently mapped to corresponding countermeasures in the form of security use cases [Firesmith 2003]. Risk analysis is performed via a fine-grained risk allocation approach using percentages and any trade-offs are made to define and specify the final set of security requirements, which are carried over into the design stage.

**Design:** One of the most interesting aspects of PWSSec, as in PSecGCM, is the use of a reference security architecture (presented most fully in [Gutiérrez et al. 2005b]) during design. In the case of PWSSec, however, this architecture is of a somewhat different nature. Whereas the security reference architecture in [Rosado et al. 2011a] required integration with the software architecture, the reference architecture in [Gutiérrez et al. 2005b, Gutiérrez et al. 2006] makes use of security patterns, giving rise to a more flexible approach. In PWSSec, security requirements are satisfied by first identifying appropriate security patterns, whose range can, in theory, be arbitrary. This renders the approach more general and simultaneously allows for more detail and comprehensive coverage of security issues. The instantiated security patterns give rise to collections of (abstract) WS security components, which can be elaborated further until they are mapped to actual software components. Since security components are like any other WS components, they must be re-evaluated during another iteration through the requirements and analysis stage [Gutiérrez et al. 2005b].

Security patterns are selected and refined according to two levels of abstraction [Rosado et al. 2006], the first consisting of architectural security patterns, which cover more abstract security concerns affecting larger parts of a system's architecture; and the second consisting of design security patterns, which refine the latter by including specific implementation-related aspects. Design patterns can be mapped directly onto web-services standards and technologies, which can be seen as a final refinement stage for a particular security solution. The architectural security patterns are organized in a repository according to the requirements they address, together with corresponding design patterns, allowing for easier selection during the WSSecArch stage (architectural and design patterns) and the WSSecTech stage (technology-specific mapping).

Security patterns form one aspect of the PWSSec security reference architecture; the other aspect is the management of the resulting security components. During design, an application's (standard) constituent WS components are separated into security domains (termed zones) and assigned security management components called security kernels, with one single “master” kernel per zone. All communications pass through the master kernel for each zone, turning it into a type of reference monitor. The purpose of the kernels are twofold: firstly, they manage the WS security components in a zone; and secondly, they acts as a trusted centre or locus for all security functionality per zone. The last point makes kernels (and in particular the master kernel) a “one-stop shop” for all standard WS components, which can use the services they offer as indirections to the WS security components. Regarding implementation details, standard WS components must specify, essentially, “require” policies determining what security requirements they have (e.g. needing to use authentication), while WS security components must specify “provides” policies determining what security services they provide. At run-time, both these should be
registered with the kernels, which check whether an available WS software component exists that implements particular security functionality. PWSSec thus promulgates a programmatic security model.

In spite of the theoretical generality offered by the use of security patterns, [Gutiérrez et al. 2006] only concern themselves with communications security via the “QoP” (quality of protection) pattern system of [Rosado et al. 2006], and only instantiate the QoP pattern with one security kernel in one zone in their case study in [Gutiérrez et al. 2009].

**Detailed design**: During the detailed design stage, a set of WS-specific technologies and/or standards are identified to be implemented by the WS security components, which are subsequently mapped to concrete software units. In this respect, the security patterns from the earlier stages play a central role in the transition between architecture and detailed design, in conceptually mapping WS security components to specific WS technologies and/or standards. Traceability is thus kept from requirements to architecture to technologies.

**DISCUSSION:**

PWSSec is a comprehensive and highly detailed security methodology covering all the early stages of the SDLC. Precisely this level of detail, however, is PWSSec's main drawback. In the case study used to demonstrate the features of the methodology [Gutiérrez et al. 2009], the various activities generated over 200 detailed artefacts for a WS application with a single use case. Even though the application was comparatively large when measured in lines of code (more than 100 kloc), the utilization of the methodology for sizeable, complex systems with numerous use cases appears to be infeasible. Certainly, the scalability features offered by the methodology in terms of re-use of artefacts across different projects is a mitigating factor in this respect, however, they cannot reduce the high amounts of developer effort involved, even with the use of the accompanying CASE tool (UMLPWSSec). The requirement to re-evaluate (via further iterations) WS security components following the instantiation of security patterns is a further complication.

Overall, the methodology makes a good case for a highly specific approach to securing a particular type of distributed system, but the significant labour involved reduces its benefits, and may imply the necessity to automate certain activities or at least increase their granularity.

PWSSec is supported by UMLPWSSec, an extension to the Rational Rose 2000 CASE tool. The support offered by UMLPWSSec is essential in helping to automate the generation of templates for use cases, risks etc.

3.4.2.3 **Delessy / Fernandez**

**OUTLINE:**

[Delessy and Fernandez 2008] and [Delessy et al. 2008] present a pattern-driven (primary class) and model-driven (secondary class) methodology for securing SOA-based systems, adapting and building on the work of Fernandez and colleagues ([see Section 3.4.2.1]) for the design stage. The approach is based on two central ideas: the use of pattern maps to guide the selection of security patterns; and the application of MDA principles to SOA-specific models.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

Pattern maps are graphs of (security) patterns divided into different layers of abstraction. The patterns (nodes in the graph) on a given layer of abstraction are interrelated by collaboration or refinement relationships (edges) and are classified by a security goal, such as enforcing confidentiality, integrity etc. Patterns across layers are interrelated by a realization relationship, i.e. a pattern on a lower abstraction level realizes the related pattern on a higher level.

In Delessy and Fernandez’s methodology, the pattern map consists of two layers, an abstract layer containing patterns with general SOA applicability, and a concrete layer, containing patterns for web-service security. Collectively, the set of patterns in the map at some given point in time represent the set of possible solutions available to developers, which currently address authentication, identity management, access control and web-service cryptographic and policy standards among others [see Delessy and Fernandez 2008] for details and references). While pattern maps have also been utilized in other contexts, e.g. [Fernandez et al. 2007], in the work of Delessy and Fernandez they take a central role in selecting security solutions.

Requirements analysis: Since the methodology of Delessy and Fernandez is based on the work of Fernandez and colleagues, the activities performed during the requirements analysis stage for threat enumeration and the determination of security requirements are identical (see [Section 3.4.2.1]).

Design: To support MDA transformations and the modeling of SOA-specific systems, [Delessy and Fernandez 2008] present a UML metamodel defining in detail all or most of the necessary SOA-specific semantic elements such as orchestration, services, roles and others. The metamodel is used during design to construct a conformant (primary), platform-independent model, guided by the analysis model from the previous development stages.

The process of introducing security into the resulting model proceeds as follows: (1) a fixed list of security requirements for SOA-based systems (in [Delessy and Fernandez 2008]) mapping requirements to policy classes is consulted to guide the initial selection of appropriate abstract security patterns, by mapping security requirements to a resulting policy and goal and finally to a related pattern from the SOA security pattern map; (2) selecting relevant patterns according to the relationships of the map, resulting in a decision tree [Fernandez et al. 2007b] that represents the set of chosen countermeasures as abstract and concrete patterns; (3) weaving the set of abstract security patterns into the platform-independent model in a manual process equivalent to pattern instantiation; (4) transforming the resulting security solutions by hand to the platform-specific level – along with the PIM to PSM transformation of the primary model – by specializing the abstract security patterns, according to the pattern map, to their related concrete web-services versions; (5) weaving the concrete patterns into the platform-specific model as before. The PSM in particular conforms to a web-services metamodel which is not presented in any relevant publications.

The PIM-to-PSM transformations are written in QVT, but there does not appear to be any tool-support at this stage, which implies that the weaving and transformation processes are manual.
DISCUSSION:
Overall, the intuitive guidance offered in selecting appropriate security solutions using the pattern map and the use of security patterns makes the approach easy to use. As for other methodologies based on security patterns, the range of possible security solutions is very large. However, the methodology currently lacks tool-support, which is essential if the model transformations are to be fully practical. The published information relating to the methodology is also somewhat sparse in detail, and in particular the last few steps of the security process described above are not demonstrated in full. Therefore, in its current state, the methodology presents a promising approach, but one that needs to be developed further for real-life use.

3.4.2.4 Other Methodologies Using Security Patterns
Other pattern-driven methodologies deserving mention (see also [Uzunov et al. 2012] for an overview from a pattern application perspective) include SODA [Meland and Jensen 2008], a security methodology “for the developer-on-the-street” in which patterns as well as general security guidelines and principles are presented to software developers via a web-based tool to guide them through the process of securing a system design. SODA borrows a number of ideas from process-driven methodologies like Microsoft's SDL, e.g. in its security life-cycle model: threat modeling, security reviews etc., except that security patterns are used as guides, thus reducing the amount of security expertise required.

[Schnjakin et al. 2009] present an approach to securing SOA-based (and in particular web-services based) systems using a “security advisor” CASE tool. The advisor helps developer map security goals to semi-formalized security patterns inspired by Schumacher's theoretical model [Schumacher 2003], which are subsequently transformed to security configurations in the underlying web-services platform using MDA principles. The set of patterns and possible security configurations used by the advisor must be determined by experts in a pre-configuration phase.

ISDF [Alkussayer and Allen 2010] proposes the use of security patterns alongside best practices in an integrated fashion throughout the whole SDLC, while basing the process phases and activities on Microsoft's SDL. Despite the use of patterns, ISDF is a very high-level approach, which implies that it suffers from all the draw-backs of a (general) code-based methodology with respect to specific systems.

Finally, [Scandariato et al. 2008] present a security pattern-driven methodology based on their previous work of cataloging and refining available security patterns in the open literature [Heyman et al. 2007, Yskout et al. 2006, Yskout et al. 2008]. The latter catalog is used as an inventory, which is further structured according to a decomposition of security objectives, relationships such as dependencies and conflicts, and a separation of design phases of a system (application architecture, application design and system-level). Security patterns from the inventory are used according with the latter phases to help introduce security properties into a system, based on the security objectives defined at the outset.
3.5 Agent-Driven Methodologies

Agent-driven methodologies are centered on the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) paradigm [Ciancarini and Wooldridge 2001, Jennings 2001]. AOSE is based on several fundamental concepts borrowed from AI and social theories, the most important of which is that of an agent – a system entity with strategic goals and intentionality, or, from another angle, an encapsulated piece of software “situated in some environment and capable of flexible, autonomous action in that environment in order to meet its design objectives” [Jennings 2001, Wooldridge 1997]. There is a close similarity in some respects between the agent-oriented and object-oriented paradigms, in that both aim to encapsulate some element of system functionality in a higher-level abstraction, and both aim at autonomy, even if in different ways. The main distinction lies in the fact that agents are pieces of (sometimes mobile) code that, notionally at least, have some reasoning logic enabling them to make decisions based on environmental stimuli, rather than passively reacting to method calls or messages. [Jennings 2001] argues that AOSE is well suited to developing distributed systems, due to the collaborative, autonomous nature of agents. In reality, the application of AOSE to distributed systems results in multi-agent systems (MAS), which can be considered specific types of distributed systems.

[Mouratidis et al. 2005] argue for the benefits of securing software using the AOSE paradigm, advancing the view that agents, with their intrinsic autonomy and intentionality (and hence goal-orientation), provide a suitable means to model high-level security concerns that can be propagated throughout the system. Although the argument itself does not stand to closer scrutiny (the same could be stated with respect to any paradigm), it is nevertheless true that AOSE allows for strategic goals to be captured early on, thereby allowing a goal-oriented approach to security that may be more natural for some developers.

A number of methodologies have been created for AOSE, however, very few incorporate security as a central concern (cf. [Mouratidis and Giorgini 2007a]). In this subsection we review Secure Tropos, an extension of the Tropos AOSE methodology, which integrates security throughout the early stages of the development life-cycle.

3.5.1 Mouratidis / Giorgini (Secure Tropos)

OUTLINE:

Secure Tropos [Mouratidis and Giorgini 2004, Mouratidis et al. 2005, Mouratidis and Giorgini 2007a, Mouratidis 2011] is an extension of the Tropos AOSE development methodology [Giunchiglia et al. 2003, Bresciani et al. 2004, Giorgini et al. 2004]. Since the AOSE paradigm is less familiar than other development paradigms, we will present the Tropos methodology in some detail below, before proceeding to review the extensions introduced by Secure Tropos.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

The Tropos methodology considers five development stages: early requirements, late requirements, architecture development, detailed design and implementation. Throughout each stage, Tropos uses the i* modeling framework, a modeling language tailored for agent-oriented systems. The range of concepts that can be modeled by i* include: actors (entities with strategic goals), which can be agents, roles (abstract
characterizations of behaviour) or positions (sets of roles); goals (an actor's strategic interests); soft-goals (goals without clear satisfiability criteria); tasks or plans (ways of doing something); resources (physical or informational entities without intentionality); capabilities (context-specific ability of an actor to select and execute a task for the fulfillment of a goal); and dependency relations – depender, dependum, dependee (inter-actor dependencies to attaining goals, executing tasks, and/or delivering resources). These concepts define the semantics of the modeling language; the syntax is comprised of a non-standard, custom graphical notation, which can be seen in all the Tropos-related publications.

According to [Mouratidis and Giorgini 2007a], “Tropos is based on the idea of building a model of the system that is incrementally refined and extended from a conceptual level to executable artefacts, by means of a sequence of transformation steps”. Here transformation does not imply automated model-driven transformation, but the conceptual transformation from models at one development stage to models of the next stage. At the early requirements stage, stakeholders (i.e. participants or users of the system, entities in the system's environment etc.) together with their intentions are modeled as actors and goals respectively, to create a strategic dependency model, which is somewhat analogous to a conceptual model in standard software engineering. This model is augmented by a set of strategic rationale models, one for each actor, with the determination of how the actor's goals can be achieved (i.e. with the addition of tasks and sub-goals from the perspective of the specific actor and internal to that actor, using various analysis techniques, such as means-end and contribution analysis and AND/OR decomposition). During late requirements analysis, the software system itself, represented as an actor, is added to the previous models and the analyses performed to produce a rationale model for the system and to revise rationale models for other actors as needed. At this stage the functional and non-functional requirements of a system can be specified from the inter-actor dependencies. At the architecture development stage, the system's software architecture is elaborated using large-grained, agent-specific styles, and refined during detailed-design using agent-specific patterns [see Giorgini et al. 2004]). Throughout the architecture stage (as in the requirements analysis stages), all entities in the system are modeled as actors and the relationships between the entities are modeled as dependencies. In terms of functionality, architectural components (actors), which encapsulate elements of the system's functionality, can be added and new/existing ones can be recursively decomposed into sub-actors to which goals (of the original actor) are delegated. This is analogous to software components being refined into sub-components, which are assigned a portion of the larger component's functionality. Rationale models for each sub-actor are created as a result of analyzing the tasks and goals required to achieve the larger goal, as well as the dependencies with other actors (or sub-actors). The last steps in the architectural design stage consist in identifying capabilities needed by each actor [see Bresciani et al. 2004]) and assigning these capabilities to agents. The detailed design stage consists in further specifying each agent's capabilities and interactions with the help of Agent UML (AUML – [Huget 2004]).

**Requirements analysis:** Secure Tropos extends the Tropos methodology by introducing security constraints, which embody high-level policies and – during later
development stages – security requirements, placed on the system and its entities (actors); as well as by expanding Tropos' modeling language to allow for the modeling of concepts such as secure goals, secure tasks, secure resources, secure dependencies and secure capabilities. In addition to extending the modeling capabilities of Tropos, Secure Tropos introduces four custom security modeling and analysis activities. The first of these activities, security reference modeling, has the purpose of identifying the security needs of a system via threat and vulnerability analysis, the result of which is the determination of a set of security features (modeled as soft-goals), protection objectives (modeled as goals) and security mechanisms (modeled as tasks). This activity is not done with respect to the assets of an initial system model, but to the desired security features of the system. The second modeling activity, security constraints modeling, aims to model, decompose and assign security constraints to actors, whereby a set of secure goals are introduced into the system for the fulfilment of the constraints. The third modeling activity, secure entities modeling, is concerned with analyzing the secure goals introduced during constraint modeling, via, for example, means-end analysis, to determine a set of tasks and resources that can achieve the goals. Finally, the fourth modeling activity, secure capability modeling, seeks to identify a set of secure capabilities that can be assigned to agents in the system to satisfy the security constraints.

The modeling activities of Secure Tropos are used within its overall aims of identifying a system's security requirements at the early development stages; developing a viable design that satisfies those requirements; and verifying the security of the resulting system. This is achieved via a corresponding four step process [Mouratidis 2011], aligned with the (early and late) requirements analysis, architecture development and detailed design stages of Tropos.

During the early and late requirements stages, security reference, security constraints and secure entities modeling are employed alongside the Tropos strategic dependency and rationale models, to impose security constraints on the actors and their dependencies and to introduce secure entities (goals, tasks etc.) for the satisfaction of those constraints. The result of the requirements analysis stages is a set of models as well as functional, security and (other) non-functional requirements for the system.

**Architecture development:** During the architecture development stage, a suitable architectural style is selected, new actors are added and refined (i.e. recursively decomposed as per the Tropos approach) to elaborate the architecture; and secure capabilities are identified and subsequently assigned to actual agents. Architectural style selection occurs at the discretion of the developers, with the aid of a technique using fine-grained probability assignment to perform trade-offs (see [Mouratidis et al. 2005]). When elaborating the architecture, new security constraints can be introduced and analyzed as in previous stages, and an analysis of security criticality and complexity [Mouratidis and Giorgini 2004] for each actor can also be applied to determine if new actors need to be introduced in order to delegate overloaded functionality. Finally, a detailed verification is performed for the developed models, based on validation rule-sets, and for the design as a whole, based on such techniques as security attack scenarios [see Mouratidis and Giorgini 2007b]). Although realized quite differently, the use of attack scenarios in SecureTropos shares a similar purpose.
to attack model composition in Georg et al.’s AORDD methodology (see [Section 3.2.2.1]).

The mapping between the conceptual models developed during the late requirements analysis stage and the architecture stage models is aided by the use of agent-specific security patterns [Mouratidis et al. 2003, Mouratidis et al. 2006a]. More specifically, the secure goals and secure tasks from the analysis models are seen as a set of security challenges guiding the selection of particular security patterns. The advantage of this is that the analysis models are conceptually mapped to known, predictable sets of actors (existing and new) as the result of the pattern instantiations, thereby reducing the risks associated with an ad-hoc introduction of design solutions. In spite of their usefulness, the existing set of agent-specific patterns addresses only a limited range of security concerns. The requirements for agent-specific patterns [Mouratidis 2006a] implies that standard collections of security patterns, e.g. [Schumacher et al. 2006] are not applicable and thus cannot be used. It is worth mentioning in this context that Mouratidis et al.’s proofs of completeness [Mouratidis et al. 2006a] – a better term would have been “closure” – based on the ideas of [Schumacher 2003], show that their existing agent-specific patterns cover a given set of security problems and do not introduce new problems, but not that new patterns are not needed.

Detailed design: During earlier versions of the methodology (even including its presentation in [Mouratidis 2009]), the detailed design stage followed Tropos and used AUML to model the agent interaction protocols. In [Mouratidis et al. 2006b] and [Mouratidis 2011], Secure Tropos is combined with UMLsec [Jürjens 2005], predominantly to consolidate the detailed design stage. In the combined version, the i* models of the system are translated into UMLsec models at the architecture stage (after the initial architecture has been selected, patterns applied etc.), so that the further elaboration of the architecture and in particular the detailed design of individual components is performed using UMLsec. The resulting combined methodology, which can be described as Secure Tropos up to early architecture and UMLsec afterwards, has advantages and disadvantages relative to the complete Secure Tropos version. Firstly the mapping of (Secure) Tropos models to UMLsec models is not strictly one-to-one, which makes for a somewhat ad-hoc approach to converting Tropos goal-oriented models to models in UMLsec; secondly, the combined approach does not obviate the need for developers to learn Tropos notations, nor to think in terms of actors and dependencies during design to elaborate an initial version of the architecture, but adds the further requirement of learning UMLsec notations; and thirdly, the coherency of the approach, which used the same concepts, development approach and notation, is lost – contrary to the initial aims of Secure Tropos [Mouratidis et al. 2005] – and with it the relevance to AOSE. Conversely, the loss of relevance to AOSE implies that the combined approach is applicable to distributed software systems generally, as opposed to agent-based systems. Since Secure Tropos is so tightly bound to AOSE, employing specialized notation and modeling concepts, and since AOSE in the context of distributed systems is so tightly bound to multi-agent systems, the applicability of the methodology is otherwise severely limited to a specific domain. The combined Secure Tropos/UMLsec approach overcomes this limitation. Moreover, UML is a familiar
notation, and UMLsec follows standard software engineering paradigms, meaning
that the design stages would be more approachable to a wider range of developers.
Finally, UMLsec allows for the formal verification of interaction protocols, albeit at
the cost of requiring greater expertise. In our opinion, the choice of which version of
the methodology is actually superior is dependent on the problem domain and the
project goals, as well as a trade-off between the existing approaches in that context,
e.g. whether AOSE is the best choice of paradigm, whether the benefits of UMLsec
outweigh coherency etc.

**DISCUSSION:**
Overall, Secure Tropos provides a very comprehensive security methodology that
aims for high ease of use and flexibility. It differs significantly from other
methodologies in its early requirement stages, predominantly due to the goal-oriented
nature of AOSE, supporting the early introduction of security via high-level
(informal) security constraints. Security expertise is still required for certain tasks
(such as optimal assignment of secure capabilities), though less so in comparison to
most other methodologies.

Secure Tropos is evaluated on a real-life case study [Mouratidis 2009] – eSAP, an
electronic health-care system, which demonstrates the use of the methodology well.
An independent application of the methodology appears in [Rojas and Mahdy 2011],
which augments the approach with STRIDE threat modeling.

Secure Tropos is supported by the SecTro 2.0 CASE tool [Mouratidis 2011].

4 Evaluation

Just as it is difficult, perhaps even impossible, to produce perfectly secure software, it
is also difficult to create a perfect security methodology. All the methodologies
surveyed in [Section 3] have their own individual benefits and limitations, and may be
more or less appropriate for practical use depending on the application, project
demands, team skillsets and other factors. The real-life use of a methodology will
very much depend, however, on the presence or absence of certain desirable
characteristics.

4.1 Criteria

Based on Whyte and Harrison's study, taken as one of the most indicative reflections
of the security needs in the software industry, we have formulated a set of criteria for
the adoption of a security methodology in real-life scenarios. These criteria were
subsequently compared and augmented where applicable using the more abstract
requirement lists for a good security methodology presented by [Mouratidis 2009] and
[Fernandez et al. 2011] to produce a definitive set, which we summarize below in
Table 1.

Criteria numbers 1 to 5 (inclusive), represent essential criteria for industry
projects, i.e. criteria that would indicate a low probability of adoption if they were not
well satisfied by a given methodology. In some instances, poor satisfaction of these
criteria may indicate a specialized approach, for example, an approach focusing solely
on the generation of security artefacts from a particular SDLC stage. Criteria numbers
6 to 10 (inclusive) represent important characteristics that can help to qualify risks associated with adopting a methodology. Criteria 11 and 12 represent desirable or useful features of a methodology, whose presence may or may not be valuable for a given project.

With respect to the taxonomy presented in [Section 2], criterion 1 is related to classification dimension SDLC stages supported [Section 2.2.6]; criterion 3 is related to classification dimensions Specificity [Section 2.2.2] and Range of security properties [Section 2.2.4]; criteria 4 and 5 are both related to classification dimension Ease of use [Section 2.2.7], where criterion 5 in particular is related to classification dimension Tool-support [Section 2.2.8]; criterion 6 is related to classification dimension Modeling language and notation [Section 2.2.3]; and criterion 8 is related to classification dimension Use of formal methods and verification [Section 2.2.5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A security methodology should be end-to-end, across the whole system life-cycle (requirements analysis, design, implementation, testing, deployment, maintenance and even deposition); as well as the full spectrum of activities: modeling, producing test plans, coding etc. A methodology should attempt to address security threats as early as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A security methodology should provide guidance on what security measure should be applied and where it should be applied; in particular, some form of early security assessment such as threat modeling should be an essential part of the approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A security methodology should be sensitive to the system or application: in particular, “security measures should be proportionate” and specific “to the nature of the application” with “a range of solutions, each equated to a different risk and cost” [Whyte and Harrison 2011].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A security methodology should not require high security expertise for its application, but should rely exclusively on the skillsets of the developers (predominantly based on software engineering). In particular, the current knowledge-base of developers, including University graduates with low exposure to security concepts, must be taken into account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A security methodology should provide processes and tools to increase its ease of use and aid developer productivity. In particular, “(naïve) user-friendliness and automation are important” [Whyte and Harrison 2011] to reduce development time and potential errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A security methodology should support “security modelling on top of well-established model-languages such as UML” [Whyte and Harrison 2011], to reduce developer training and effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A security methodology should demonstrate validity through complete case studies to build confidence in its real-life value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A security methodology should utilize some means of assessment or verification to ensure the introduced security solutions correctly counter the relevant threats and improve the security of the system as a whole. The possibility of using “light-weight” formal methods for verification, even for parts of the system, is an advantage; however, excessive use of formal methods should be avoided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A security methodology should not introduce disproportionate development overhead within the chosen software process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A security methodology should promote the use of common repositories or catalogs of security knowledge (relating to solutions, threats, vulnerabilities, standards etc.) to encourage the application of best practices, increase productivity and/or aid developer training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A security methodology should take into account (i.e. be applicable to) third-party and legacy software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>A security methodology should provide guidelines to balance security with other quality attributes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Criteria for industry adoption of a security methodology
4.2 Analysis Results

Based on our detailed reviews of the surveyed methodologies, we have analyzed and evaluated the conformance of each individual methodology to the criteria above, summarizing the results in Table 2. To avoid excessive repetition and reduce space, we omit the detailed analysis for each methodology and provide only a final result in the table, in which: “Y” for “Yes” indicates that a methodology fully satisfies a criterion; “N” for “No” indicates that a methodology fails to satisfy a criterion; and “P” for “Part” indicates that a methodology satisfies a criterion in part. The integer in the top row refers to one of the numbered criteria above. It should be emphasized that while our assignment of values for each criterion per methodology are guided by our reviews, they nevertheless reflect subjective assessment. Moreover, the reviews themselves are often constrained by the amount and/or quality of published information. The merit of the results lies in revealing the current deficiencies in existing approaches and establishing trends – they should not be seen as an absolutely fair comparison between methodologies, something that no restricted evaluation system can achieve. In this respect, the analysis can be seen as being coarse-grained, and finer distinctions of which methodology satisfies a given criterion more than another requires examination of the relevant reviews.

4.3 Discussion

The results clearly show that, currently, no single methodology fully satisfies all requirements. The formal methodology of Ali et al. ([see Section 3.3.2]) satisfied the least number of criteria in the analysis, which was due to its complete reliance on formal methods and the lack of guidance offered throughout. SERENITY and PWSSec, which are among those to satisfy most criteria, are only applicable to AmI and WS-based systems in a very restrictive fashion. This should not be seen as an indicator suggesting that methodologies targeting specific system types (i.e. those with a high degree of specificity) are better able to satisfy the criteria than those of a more generic nature; it may, however, imply that the researchers were better able to tailor their approaches.

Perhaps not surprisingly, certain trends can be seen in the results, especially with respect to (primary) methodology paradigms. Pattern-driven methodologies, for example, fared well against criterion No. 10 (use of a repository of security knowledge), since patterns encapsulate security knowledge and best practices in one way or another, or, in the case of PSecGCM, a repository of solutions that were found successful allows re-use leading to increased productivity and good practice in subsequent projects. In fact, the general trend of the results showed that pattern-driven methodologies, even those in which this is a secondary paradigm (SECTET/SECTISSIMO, Georg et al.’s AORDD methodology) satisfied more criteria than others.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology / Criterion No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model-based</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jürjens (MBSE/UMLsec)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model-driven (MDA/MDS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodderstedt/Basin/Dooser (Model-Driven Security)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hafner/Breu/Memon (SECTET/SECTISSIMO)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang/Schreiner (OpenPMF)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunawan/Hermann/Kraemer (security-enhanced SPACE)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sánchez and colleagues (ModelSec)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model-driven (AODS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georg/Ray/France (AORDD)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouheb and colleagues</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakob/Lorant/Conseil (DiaAspect)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Architecture-driven</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ren/Taylor</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali/El-Kassas/Mahmoud</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern-driven</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(components/architectures)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosado/Fernández-Medina/Lopez (PSecGCM/SecMobGrid)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt/Hatebur/Heisel (SEPP)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERENITY</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern-driven</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(security patterns)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernandez and colleagues</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutiérrez/Fernández-Medina/Piattini (PWSSec)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delessy/Fernandez</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent-driven</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouratidis/Giorgini</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Conformance of security methodologies to criteria for industry adoption*
Methodologies that did not satisfy the first five (essential) criteria well, such as MBSE/UMLsec, Model-Driven Security and others, indicate approaches that are tailored for helping security experts do a better job. Some of these methodologies may best realize their benefits when used as part of a larger security approach (e.g. together with another methodology, as is done with UMLsec and SecureTropos) capable of guiding developers in introducing security solutions. The latter include methodologies that mostly satisfied the essential criteria, and which aim at providing guidance to non-expert developers throughout larger portions of the SDLC.

Below we briefly comment on the analysis results for each criterion individually.

1. No methodology fully satisfied criterion No. 1 (end-to-end life-cycle support), which is perhaps the single most important criterion for real-life adoption, decidedly showing an area for further research and improvement. PSecGCM was the only approach to propose activities for the planning and maintenance stages; however, those stages, as well as implementation (especially for the reference architecture), did not receive the same attention as the core development stages.

2. Guidance in application of security solutions was predominantly satisfied by pattern-driven methodologies, due to the guidelines present in patterns. Mouheb et al.’s methodology satisfied the criterion insofar that aspects in that approach capture security knowledge, as well as where in the design the aspect can be applied; however, no threat modeling/assessment strategy is proposed. Similarly, SERENITY does not offer support to developers in determining the initial set of security requirements.

3. Some (most notably model-driven) methodologies supported the introduction of only one or two security properties (e.g. access control, secure communication), rendering them – despite the presence of promising and novel ideas – unrealistic for many practical situations. Methodologies relying on security patterns (fully) satisfied the criterion in a slightly relaxed form, since such patterns do not always specify the costs and associated risks with their use, even though, in theory, this is one of their essential aspects.

4. Perhaps the second-most important factor for real-life adoption of a methodology is criterion No. 4. Satisfaction was generally achieved by encapsulating security expertise in some form, and/or relying on tool-support, guidelines etc.

5. Some methodologies, such as that by Fernandez and colleagues, suffer from a lack of tool-support, even though they otherwise provide processes promoting simplicity and ease of use. In the case of Fernandez et al.’s methodology in particular, the high ease of use of the process can to a large degree compensate for the missing tools, but not entirely within the context of the proposed holistic approach (i.e. securing all layers of the software stack). Most model-driven methodologies offer good tool-support, as befits the MDE paradigm. MBSE/UMLsec, SECTET and the methodology of Lang and Schreiner make particularly strong use of tools and/or run-time software support.

6. Most methodologies make use of UML both for architectural modeling and for representing security solutions, and hence satisfied criterion No. 8 easily.
The methodology of Ren and Taylor uses Secure xADL, which is sufficiently simple to use and understand, and requires little extra effort from developers than using, for example, UML 2.x collaboration diagrams. SEPP, which uses problem frame diagrams during requirements analysis, and Secure Tropos, which uses the i* modeling framework either throughout or, in the UMLsec variant, during the early development stages, both suffer from non-standard notation, which may be a usability hindrance.

7. Jürjens' MBSE/UMLsec and Lang and Schreiner's methodology stand out for having demonstrated real-life use in a number of industry scenarios. Other methodologies that completely satisfied the criterion were trialled on singular but full case studies developed from inception to deployment. Methodologies satisfying the criterion in part or not at all were presented in the literature using real-life examples and designs, but not full case studies, or were otherwise trialled on smaller aspects of a project.

8. Approaches to verification range from manual inspection and iteration of the process (PWSSec), generation of test cases (Fernandez et al.'s methodology) and utilizing attack scenarios (Secure Tropos) to semi-automated verification (Georg et al.'s AORDD approach). Most methodologies eschew the use of heavy formal methods, the notable exception being Ali et al.'s approach. Jürjens' MBSE/UMLsec, Model-Driven Security and the methodologies of Georg et al. all employ some form of formal techniques for verification. The verification in Model-Driven Security in particular, while based on OCL, is complex and unsuitable for non-experts. Secure Tropos can make use of formal methods from the Tropos methodology, as well as protocol verification from UMLsec (for the Secure Tropos/UMLsec variant). It is important to note that in all the cases above, the verification approaches generally target a restricted set of development aspects, e.g. a system's design, protocols, specific attack scenarios etc., and a restricted set of development stages.

9. Excessive overhead is generated in PWSSec by numerous iterations for verification and the creation of many (non-deliverable) development artefacts, as well as Georg et al.'s AORDD methodology by the (currently) iterative process of weaving attack aspects, mitigating aspects, deriving OCL from models for verification etc. SEPP satisfied this criterion on the provision that the formal specification stage is skipped, as did Model-Driven Security, on the provision that only a simple verification is performed, and that a new security modeling language is not required.

10. As already noted, use of a common repository of security knowledge was satisfied best by pattern-driven approaches and those utilizing some form of encapsulation of security solutions. Methodologies such as SECTET and PSecGCM partially satisfied the criterion, since their repositories require population of successful solutions, models etc. during an initial project. Other methodologies partially satisfying the criterion promote the use of security solution catalogs, but not with the purpose of being used as a common knowledge repository. It is worth noting that the catalogs or knowledge repositories discussed above are predominantly of security solutions. Common repositories of vulnerabilities such as the MITRE
Corporation’s CVE/CWE, attack patterns and others are not employed in any of the discussed approaches, with the exceptions of SEPP, which makes use of a catalog of problem-domain patterns; PSecGCM and PWSSec, which store (security-related) requirements analysis artefacts in a repository for subsequent re-use; and the methodology of Fernandez et al., which proposes the use of a catalog of misuse patterns, currently only in its initial stages of development.

11. Only Jürjens’ MBSE/UMLsec provides support for legacy software at both the design and implementation levels. Some model-driven methodologies, especially the AOSD ones, also partially satisfied this criterion in virtue of their ability to separate security code or models and introduce it into ready designs. However, understandably, the latter satisfaction is often reliant on the existence of a documented software architecture for a legacy system. Lang and Schreiner’s OpenPMF, which is used for security enforcement, may support legacy systems at run-time; however, the use of OpenPMF may entail vendor lock-in issues.

12. Only Georg et al.’s AORDD methodology and Secure Tropos offered additional support for balancing security with other factors. In Secure Tropos, this occurs only during the architecture selection stage.

As a final remark, we should point out that the inability of any single methodology to satisfy all the criteria set out in the evaluation above, which reflect, essentially, industry requirements, should not suggest that the surveyed security methodologies are without merit, or that they cannot or should not be adopted. Indeed, employing any one of a number of the security methodologies reviewed to guide some part of the software process should produce better outcomes than ignoring security altogether. Considering once again the remark at the beginning of the evaluation, we should stress that there is no perfect methodology, and compromises will inevitably have to be made in both directions – for industry developers and security researchers.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions

Throughout this paper we have attempted to fill a growing gap in the literature by surveying and critically analyzing the state-of-the-art in (model-based) security methodologies for, or applicable to, both general and specific types of distributed systems. In doing so we have aimed to address the first of our questions posed in the Introduction ([Section 1]) – “why are security methodologies not better known?” Our detailed reviews can be seen as a step towards increasing awareness and appreciation of a large range of security methodologies among researchers and industry stakeholders.

Following the detailed survey, we proposed a number of criteria reflecting the characteristics security methodologies should possess to be adopted in real-life industry scenarios, and evaluated each methodology accordingly. The evaluation attempted to address the second major question posed in the Introduction – “why are security methodologies not receiving more attention from the industry?” – from a technical viewpoint.
Our evaluation showed that no single methodology fully satisfied all the criteria, suggesting that, as yet, an ideal security methodology tailored to industry needs does not exist. Although the lack of satisfaction in any given case by no means implies that a given approach cannot be adopted, it does indicate that a strong business case is missing. A number of factors contribute to this situation: high security expertise requirements, non-standard concepts and notations, partial coverage of the system life-cycle, excessive overheads, missing tool support and demonstrated credibility via case studies are just some of the main inhibitors towards more wide-spread practical use of otherwise valuable methodologies with a number of beneficial features. Of course, beneficial features alone do not necessarily add up to usable methodologies with industry-scale applicability. As a broad generalization, after all factors are weighed appropriately, the final outcome does indicate that more effort is required in advancing the current state-of-the-art in security methodologies as practical, usable approaches for securing real-life systems, distributed or otherwise.

The irony of the situation is that code-based approaches like Microsoft's SDL and OWASP's CLASP, while placing overwhelming emphasis on expertise and providing few (if any) concrete development mechanisms for introducing security at the early life-cycle stages, have — generally speaking — received greater acceptance in the industry. It may be seen as a supposition, but it would not be unfair to state that the main reasons for this are the weight of the organizations behind them, and the fact that such methodologies are, in a sense, complete and tailored for real-life use (within their paradigm, that is). Regarding the latter point, approaches that offer only a proof-of-concept, supporting one or two security solutions for example, will hardly receive the same acceptance. Regarding the former point, it should be noted that most of the methodologies surveyed in this paper originate from academia and not the industry. Indeed, many directly stem from, or are entirely within the confines of, PhD work (in the best sense), which would no doubt be a significant contributor to some of the negative factors enumerated in the paragraph above, and inevitably results in methodologies that can easily be classed as being "proof-of-concept", rather than "production-ready".

In most, if in not all, of these cases, there is little that can be done. Nevertheless, one can draw strong analogies between young start-up companies and methodologies originating from academia: just as a startup can be taken over by a larger company and its range and quality of products improved, so a security methodology can be elaborated and made more practical if adopted on industry projects and expanded by industry professionals in the appropriate setting. Of course, this leads to a closed circle that can only be broken by industry stakeholders taking a risk, on the one hand, and independent researchers in secure software engineering improving existing security approaches, on the other.

One important question that should be asked, and indeed has already been asked for development methodologies (see [Henderson-Sellers and Giorgini 2005, Ramsin and Paige 2008]), given the current state-of-the-art, is whether it is at all possible to produce a single or ideal, fixed methodology that can gain any good degree of industry adoption in the first place. While we have already considered quality factors that could help in this direction, one important factor that has not been mentioned is that not all methodologies are suitable for all purposes and scenarios: e.g. a web-services specific methodology may not be usable for systems in which web-services
play only a small, even if essential, role. In this sense, constructing flexible security methodologies, which are applicable to different types of systems (and in this context, different types of distributed systems) may be a promising approach. Currently, such methodologies do not exist in the published literature (cf. [Uzunov et al. 2012]). Taking this argument one step further, one could argue that a “one-size-fits-all” approach, even with a single flexible security methodology, would still be inadequate in a number of situations, and that what is required is an approach to engineer security methodologies, i.e. to construct (from scratch or from re-usable parts) and tailor methodologies on the fly for different project situations as required. This, of course, is not a new argument for development methodologies [Ramsin and Paige 2008]: a whole field called Situational Method Engineering (SME) exists to address such issues in that setting (see [Henderson-Sellers and Ralyté 2010]). First steps in this direction have already been taken in [Uzunov et al. sub1], which proposes a comprehensive approach to engineering security methodologies based on process patterns and meta-modeling. While this direction will almost certainly pose challenges with respect to industry adoption, especially since its source of inspiration – SME – has not received widespread industry attention as yet [Henderson-Sellers and Ralyté 2010, Low et al. 2010], the nature of these challenges may be different and perhaps lighter, inasmuch as security methodologies are something additional to a development process.

Besides constructing flexible methodologies or engineering security methodologies on the fly, our survey and analysis indicate a number of other important future directions, which are relevant for single, fixed methodologies, flexible methodologies and tailorable methodologies alike. We consider some of these directions below, and indicate how we have begun to address them in our own work where appropriate.

– Extending the range of security solutions: as noted in the evaluation ([Section 4]), one striking observation was the lack of a comprehensive catalog of security solutions in a number of methodologies, above all those within the model-driven paradigm. Simultaneously with this observation was another indicating that encapsulating security knowledge (using patterns, for example) is a beneficial feature. An important direction in this respect is not only to create or distill a wider range of solutions for developers to use, but also to encapsulate a wider range of security knowledge and guidance in each solution. In this sense, new security solutions types individually providing increased guidance and at the same time sufficient flexibility to allow freedom in application would be a valuable contribution towards improved security methodologies. Within the context of engineering methodologies in particular, it would also be beneficial if new solutions were methodology agnostic, and hence (re-)usable across different methodologies with different paradigms, allowing for even greater degrees of customizability to different project situations. The recently proposed security solution frames of [Uzunov et al. sub2], which organize security patterns vertically in hierarchies, and horizontally in related families, can be seen as an initial step in this direction. Other, related ideas include a consolidation of the relationships between classification schemes (e.g. [VanHilst et al. 2009] for patterns) and corresponding security solutions; extensions of existing solution types, such as the aspects of [Georg et al. 2009] and [Mouheb et al. 2009],
with both fixed and flexible parts; as well as the construction of hybrid solutions combining both design and implementation elements.

- **Encapsulation of other security knowledge**: encapsulating other forms of security knowledge such as threats, attacks, requirements etc. is another important direction following on the latter one. The problem frames of SEPP [Hatebur et al. 2007a, Schmidt 2010a] and the semantic analysis patterns of [Fernandez and Yuan 2000] are good examples of how knowledge can be captured at development stages earlier than design, however, the former are strongly tied to a particular development paradigm, while the latter are more domain-oriented and place heavier demands on developers in drawing analogies for extrapolation. The recently proposed threat patterns of [Uzunov and Fernandez sub1] are another contribution in this direction, encapsulating threats for networked and distributed systems in a fashion that is complementary to security solutions in general and also methodology agnostic.

- **Use of existing catalogs of security knowledge**: for example, CAPEC attack patterns, CWE vulnerability lists and others. The threat patterns mentioned previously can be realized using attack patterns, which can help construct penetration testing approaches [Uzunov and Fernandez sub1], however, little work has been done in this direction both by the current authors and by others.

- **Expansion of security activities and interpolation to other SDLC stages**: since a number of security methodologies suffered from a lack of (full) SDLC coverage as required by the evaluation criteria in [Section 4], interpolating methodologies to cover both earlier and later development stages is an important direction for future work. The incorporation of activities such as penetration testing, already mentioned above, or systematic attempts to evaluate the improvements in security via, for example, security metrics as in the work of [Heyman et al. 2008], is a related direction. In the context of engineering security methodologies, the aforementioned approach of [Uzunov et al. sub1] promotes this by allowing security process patterns for different activities to be instantiated, e.g. for penetration testing, for various types of verification etc. Other engineering approaches for development methodologies could offer similar or different advantages (cf. [Hurtado Alegría et al. 2011, Wagner et al. 2011]) – in all cases providing guidance in the incorporation of activities into a methodology – and their adaptation would also be a worthwhile pursuit, together with the development of new security-specific approaches.

- **Incorporation of security activities into distributed system specific development methodologies and integration**: a number of methodologies specific for certain types of distributed systems, such as SOA-based systems, not falling within the scope of this survey, e.g. SOMA [Arsanjani et al. 2008] and the work of [Dias et al. 2009], mention security but do not seriously consider its introduction in an integral way. An interesting (additional) future direction would be to integrate security engineering activities, perhaps inspired by some of the approaches reviewed here, into these and other existing development methodologies (cf. [Low et al. 2010]), including architecture-centric approaches such as ADD and QAW [Bass et al. 2003]. Following this direction leads to a consideration of (complementary) issues pertaining to the integration of security methodologies into different development methodologies, and a consideration of their mutual interaction (cf. [Uzunov et al. sub1]).

On a final note, we should point out that what has been discussed so far originates from a purely technical perspective on security methodologies, aiming at their
improvement. Adopting such methodologies in real-life scenarios also depends on various non-technical factors (see, for example, the study of [Whyte and Harrison 2010], [Mouratidis and Giorgini 2006], [Hein and Saiedian 2009]), which must be addressed. These include:

– A code-centric view of security: in many cases developers and managers ascribe to the view that security problems arise only during implementation and should be addressed predominantly at that level. While many vulnerabilities are indeed introduced during coding, a number of researchers and security practitioners have shown that design level problems are no less critical (see, for example, [Dowd et al. 2007, Hoglund and McGraw 2004, Jaquith 2002]) and that security features should be introduced early in the SDLC (cf. [Section 1]). The fact that many technical papers (white papers, development notes, practitioner books) are often written in a colloquial style and avoid more precise architectural diagrams (even UML) – with the idea that only words and code are understandable to developers – does nothing to improve the situation, which is, to a degree, further compounded by code-based methodologies such as Microsoft's SDL. The latter point accentuates the need in some cases for a paradigm shift, and in all cases for apposite developer education at least highlighting the scope of potential security problems, corresponding mitigation strategies, and the related benefits of model based approaches to security.

– A limited emphasis on software only: in a related vein, while sometimes developing a secure software application in isolation can be sufficient, often one must consider the system as a whole, i.e. the application together with its whole environment. This implies the consideration not only of all software levels (cf. [Fernandez 2003]), but also any supporting infrastructure, and entails the necessity for security to be considered in an integral way by all project roles.

– Stubborn vision of security as an expense: despite much research and many sound arguments for the converse, some companies continue to see the incorporation of security features during development as an extra expense, and do not appreciate the value of protecting their information, much less the value of the information about their customers (the recent security breaches of Sony's PlayStation Network and Zappos' customer database, both of which had large-scale effects, are just two pertinent examples).

In conjunction with the technical points discussed earlier, the latter points essentially conclude our attempt to answer the question of why security methodologies are not receiving more attention from the industry, and how the situation can be reversed.

Looking ahead into the future, the example of successful software development methodologies can certainly be emulated in the realm of secure software engineering, and this should be one of the major goals for new and existing security methodologies. The results and accompanying discussions in this survey, as well as the reviews and analyses of the methodologies themselves, can avail the latter task with clear indications of areas requiring improvement and important research directions, a number of which have been considered in this final section. Of course, there can be little doubt that our vision of the future is to some degree subjective, but we nevertheless believe that our concluding remarks can serve as a catalyst to further research in the area, and, ultimately, to foster a greater appreciation of the nature of some of the challenges which still need to be addressed.
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